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Abstract in English

The view of fashion as a system of signification, first introduced in the important 

work of Roland Barthes The Fashion System (1967), has been dominant since the 

development of Fashion Studies. But in the last two decades it has been increasingly 

criticized and confronted with the concepts of identity as flexible dimensions. 

From a semiotic perspective, the materiality of clothes almost “disappears” into 

representation. Emerging research on fashion, on the contrary, draws on Gilles Deleuze's 

notions, that ideas are inseparable from their material expression, and tries to follow 

attempts in fashion to break with representational mode. But, if Deleuze argues that the 

possibilities to escape the representation belongs to modern art, with its metamorphoses, 

what can we argue about fashion? 

The thesis underlines that above all, fashion is commerce, and each brand carefully 

constructs its system of values. The physical experience of wearing clothes is always 

influenced by the meanings circulating in the system of fashion. 

The limitations of applied semiotics of fashion are evident (clothing and its 

representations always exist in the context of further semiotic systems), but ultimately 

unlike the heterogeneity of everyday practice, the “methodological purity” of discursive 

practices permits expert analysis.

The thesis discusses the applicability of a systemic approach to contemporary fashion 

and tries to link the current ideas in Fashion Studies with the semiotics of fashion. 

Keywords: semiotics, Roland Barthes, fashion system, Fashion Studies, contemporary 

fashion 



 Abstract in Czech

Pohled na módu jako na system signifikace, který se poprve objevil ve významnem díle 

Rolanda Barthese, Systém Módy (1967), převažuje od počátku rozvoje studií módy. Nicmeně 

v posledních dvou desetiletích se tento koncept stále více kritizuje a musí čelit srovnání s 

konceptem identity jakožto oblast s flexibilními rozměry.  

Ze semiotickeho pohledu se materiálnost oblečení teměř „vytrácí“ do zobrazení. 

Nedávný výzkum však naopak vychází z názoru Gillese Deleuzeho, že návrhy jsou 

neoddělitelne od sveho materiálního vyjádření, a snaží se následovat pokusy o narušení 

narace. Pokud však Deleuze tvrdí, že možnosti úniku zobrazení náleží modernímu umění s 

jeho metamorfózami, co můžeme říct o módě? 

Tato diplomová práce chce zdůraznit, že móda je především komerce a každá módní 

značka si pečlivě vytváří svůj system hodnot. Fyzický dojem z nošení oblečení je vždy 

ovlivněný významy kolujícími v systemu módy. 

Omezení aplikovane semiotiky módy jsou patrná (oblečení a jeho reprezentace vždy 

existovalo a existuje v kontextu dalších semiotických systemů), ale koneckonců oproti 

heterogenitě každodenní praxe „metodologická čistota“ diskursivních přístupů připouští 

odbornou analýzu. 

Práce pojednává o použitelnosti systemoveho přístupu k soudobe módě a pokouší se o 

propojení moderních myšlenkových proudů v oblasti módních studií se semiotikou módy. 

Keywords in Czech: semiotika, Roland Barthes, system módy, teorie módy, soudobá móda 



Introduction

Defning the problem  

How to explain fashion: as a system or everyday dress? The shift in Fashion Studies 

from the dimensions of signifcation to embodiment

Fashion Studies is a young, developing discipline that lacks strong methodological 

core. The view of fashion as a system of signification, first introduced in the important 

work of Roland Barthes The Fashion System (1967), has been dominant since the 

development of the discipline. But in the last two decades it has been increasingly 

criticized and confronted with the concepts of identity and individuality as loose, unsteady, 

flexible dimensions (i.a. Entwistle 2000; Entwistle & Wilson 2001; Evans 2002; Davis 

1992; Smelik 2011, 2014). 

Fashion theorists commonly reproach Barthes for only working with the discourse of 

fashion (the starting point of Barthes's conceptualization of fashion is the argument that 

fashion does not exist without words, because real clothing is inert and does not have any 

meaning in and of itself), and that he does neither take into account the physicality of the 

body and the materiality of dress, nor clothing production and consumer practices. 

Contemporary researchers in Fashion Studies (Marchetti & Quinz 2007, 2009; Carter 

2012) are first of all interested in the “non-functional” dimension of fashion and 

disagreements within the “system.” “Today we are moving towards a culture of difference, 

a culture that puts feelings before symbols” (Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 6). Clothes are not 

perceived as stable signs, instead “they become interchangeable symbols in a fluid, 

unstable game” (ibid.)

Therefore, the surface of presentation (the production of pseudo-reality by signs) is 

no longer in the spotlight of Fashion Studies, but instead the perception of apparel, the 

experience of dressing the body, the performative notion of identity. 

This shift of scholarly work on fashion follows a general shift in philosophy from 

structuralism to postmodernism. New approaches to Fashion Studies draw on theoretical 

frames of postmodernism philosophy, psychoanalytic theories, developing Gender Studies 

and Material Culture Studies, that critically respond to the methodological problems of 

structuralism.

As postmodern theorists claim, due to the fragmentation of modernity we can see 
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identity as a flexible and “liquid” dimension that lacks a core (i.a. Carlson 1996, Sim 1999, 

Bauman 2000). In the era of liquid modernity (Bauman 2000), identity no longer has a 

fixed status and the individual can choose social roles through consumption of fashion 

items.

The concept of performance is closely related to this concept of identity as a “liquid” 

dimension: “Identity is considered precisely as a fluid dimension, nomadic, in constant 

transformation, in constant migration. It is [...] performance” (Marchetti & Quinz 2009: 

120).  

From a semiotic perspective, the materiality of clothes almost “disappears” into 

representation, into the realm of image. Emerging research on fashion (Miller 2005; 

Smelik 2011; Entwistle 2000) on the contrary, draws on Gilles Deleuze's notions, that 

ideas are inseparable from their material expression, and tries to follow in contemporary 

fashion attempts “to break with representation, to disrupt narration, to escape illustration” 

(Deleuze 2005: 2). As far as Deleuze argues, representation has only a single centre, “a 

false depth”. 

According to Anneke Smelik, the Deleuzian concept of “transformational 

assemblages” offers analytical tools for analyzing the dynamics of fashion (Smelik 2014). 

But, if Deleuze argues that the possibilities to escape the representational mode belongs to 

modern art, with its metamorphoses, what can we argue about fashion? Whether fashion 

can be considered as art is a very questionable issue. (Even designers, who create the haute 

couture collections and are accepted as artists, claim that fashion is not art, but 

commerce1).

Evidently, the new approaches to Fashion Studies have their own problematic loci. 

One of the questions arising is: What is fashion's deterritorialising potential? 

Also, it appears problematic to evaluate to which extent we are free to shape our 

identities. And how do we experience the wearing of clothes in everyday practice, to which 

extent are we free from the discourse? 

Thesis statement. The regime of representation is not in actual practice residual in 

fashion discourse. 

1 For example, Rei Kawakubo in an interview claimed: “Fashion is not art. The aims of fashion and art are different 
and there is no need to compare them” (Rei Kawakubo. Interview. (n.d.). Retrieved January 6, 2016, from 
http://www.interviewmagazine.com/fashion/rei-kawakubo/#), Karl Lagerfield: “If you call yourself an artist, then 
you are second-rate” (Call yourself an artist? (n.d.). Retrieved January 6, 2016, from 
http://fashion.telegraph.co.uk/columns/luke-leitch/TMG9267278/Karl-Lagerfield-Call-yourself-an-artist-Then-you-
are-second-rate.html), Miuccia Prada: “Dress designing is creative, but it is not an art. Fashion designers make 
clothes and they have to sell them. We have less creative freedom than artists” (Surrealism & The City: Is Fashion 
Art? (n.d.). Retrieved January 6, 2016, from http://www.thegroundmag.com/surrealism-the-city-is-fashion-art/). 
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Following the fashion historian and director of The Museum at the Fashion Institute 

of Technology, Valerie Steele, this thesis will argue that Barthes's work on fashion, “often 

referred to, but very little read for themselves [...] still calls for a radically novel approach 

to the phenomena of fashion” (Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion 2005: 127). 

The task of this thesis is to read it “as Barthes wished, the book has to be read first of 

all as a historical monument, a dated polemic, focused on the methodological question” 

(Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion 2005: 128).

This thesis is developed from and based on the conviction, that surrender of the 

systemic approach to contemporary fashion is not sensible. The limitations of applied 

semiotics of fashion are evident (clothing and its representations always exist in the 

context of further semiotic systems), but ultimately unlike the heterogeneity of everyday 

practice, the “methodological purity” of discursive practices permits expert analysis. 

This work is based on the assumption that exploring how fashion works through 

discursive practices and strategies should remain one of the basic approaches. The work 

focuses on problematic loci in Barthes’s Fashion System and investigates the possibilities 

and limits of applying a systemic approach to exploring contemporary fashion. 

Apart from the above criticism levelled by contemporary scholars in Fashion Studies, 

this thesis deals with changes in the current discourse of fashion, which these researchers 

have highlighted as well.

Defning a key term. What is“contemporary fashion”

To determine shifts in the discourse of fashion, as a first step, it is necessary to 

introduce a key term of this thesis, i.e. “contemporary fashion”. It is significant to note 

here that “contemporary fashion” is a principally different system than the system Barthes 

works with. Barthes analyzed fashion reproduced every year anew, and in The Fashion 

System he investigates fashion discourse in 1958–59. 

According to Fashion Studies scholars, “contemporary fashion” describes fashion 

from the 1960s until the present day. The 1960s marked a significant shift – fashion was no 

longer dictated by Paris exclusively. Contemporary fashion indicates the increased number 

of fashion cities and fashion weeks. Fashion “from a product that has to demonstrate its 

equally seductive capacity to “Parisian fashion” [...] has become a concept used to express 

the importance, and symbolic and cultural capital of a country” (Reinach 2011: 267). 

Nowadays every nation is interested in being recognized as a fashion centre.
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The concept of fashion as a homogenous system with a particular code has become 

problematic since 1970s when haute couture became, to a certain degree, less dominant 

than it used to be, and eclecticism increased. As Barbara Vinken explains, contemporary 

fashion moves ‘upwards,’ from the street into the salons of high fashion where it is adapted 

and imitated (Vinken 2005: 72). 

Moreover, if the dominant anthropological and semiotic approaches to exploring 

fashion were based mainly on the perception of fashion as something constantly changing, 

today, the idea of change and trends is no longer so important. Barthes's concept that the 

fashion system is reproduced every year anew appears out-of-date. As Agnès Rocamora 

argues, “where fashion time was once neatly paced by the biannual collections […] and by 

the monthly publications of glossies, now fashion time has accelerated and fragmented into 

a series of moments” (The Handbook of Fashion Studies 2013). 

Today, we deal with the phenomena of fast fashion (emergent trends are selling in 

retail as soon as they have appeared on the catwalk; fashion is accessible to a wider public 

than ever) and slow fashion (clothes are produced using eco-labels and recycled material 

and minimizing waste). In our time, fashion can also be sustainable, not just new. Aside 

from questioning the notion of fashion as something that is above all new, slow approaches 

focus on the materiality of clothes, problematize fashion's dependence on image, but at the 

same time definitely imply an innovative marketing approach to position itself as an ethical 

brand (D’Souza 2015).  

As shown by contemporary authors in Fashion Studies, nowadays we can establish 

new perspectives on aesthetics, consumerism, ethics, innovation, materials and 

technologies. And closely related to this is the claim to the content of culture and 

information in fashion clothing. 

With the spread of fast fashion, designers increasingly use marketing tools to 

differentiate their clothes from commodities, creating surplus value. While slow fashion 

designers promote sustainable ethical values, haute couture designers introduce artistic, 

cultural, intellectual values. They refer to art, collaborate with artists, exhibit in museums. 

Their conceptual shows (surprising, often shocking, and breaking the rules) can be 

considered as performance art. As Deyan Sudjic, director of the Design Museum in 

London, notes: “pushing fashion into the cultural landscape has become part of the 

business strategies of the conglomerates [...] It makes clothes appear to matter” (Sudjic 

2001: quoted in Taylor 2005). 

At the same time, it is obvious that the present discourse of fashion is no longer 

defined, as in Barthes’s system, by a narrow instance of a fashion-group (the editorial staff 
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of a fashion magazine). We have to take into account the practice of branding in fashion, 

catwalk shows, the media and also individuals (e.g. fashion bloggers, “nonprofessionals”, 

who sometimes have more influence than magazines). Further, it is also apparent that the 

current discourse of fashion is defined by digitization. If Barthes worked with verbal 

communication, today we can assume that visual communication is more powerful. 

This thesis, in an attempt to describe the discourse of contemporary fashion, focuses 

mostly on scholarly publications on fashion from the last 18 years (since the launch in 

1997 of the peer-reviewed academic journal Fashion Theory: The Journal of Dress, Body 

& Culture, that marked the development of Fashion Studies). 

Central research question. How can we link new approaches to fashion with semiotics?

The subject of investigation is the applicability of a systemic approach to 

contemporary fashion. The aim of the work is to try to link the current ideas in Fashion 

Studies with the semiotics of fashion and describe the fundamental features of the current 

fashion system. 

The working hypothesis posits, that although the “dysfunctional” characteristics of 

fashion are unequivocal, fashion is always bound to a system. 

Defnition of methodological foundations 

The starting point of the research is a critical evaluation of the concept of “fashion 

system” through the study of selected literature in the field of Fashion Studies. An 

overview of the state of fashion theory will be made by studying the archives of  the  

Fashion Theory: The Journal of Dress, Body & Culture (established and edited by Valerie 

Steele), various publications of contemporary eminent scholars in fashion theory (Central 

Saint Martins, Parsons the New School for Design, CUNY Graduate Center, Centre for 

Fashion Studies in Stockholm), reference literature (The Handbook of Fashion Studies 

2013; Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion 2005) and the website for fashion insiders The 

Business of Fashion.

The thesis studies Barthes's texts (especially The Fashion System), works by 

Barthes's critics (i.a. Carter 2012; Kawamura 2005; Entwistle 2000; Wilson 2001) and key 

publications on new methodology (i.a. Entwistle & Wilson 2001; Miller 2005; Marchetti & 

Quinz 2007, 2009; Smelik 2011). 
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Outline of the thesis

Most importantly, in the first chapter, the term system in semiotics is explicated (by 

working with definitions provided by de Saussure 1965; Barthes 1968; Eco 1976; Nöth 

1990). 

In the second chapter, the thesis more closely investigates how fashion is produced 

according to Barthes. 

The third chapter focuses on the limits of the communication approach to fashion and 

logical problems with Barthes approach (non-utilitarian aspects of clothes). Subsequently, 

the thesis introduces the major developments in recent research on fashion: the concept of 

identity with regards to fashion and the material approach to fashion. 

As far as brand building is determinative for contemporary fashion discourse (our 

fashion culture is “visibly over-branded” (Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion 2005: 

187), the thesis investigates fashion brands as systems of values. In doing so it summarizes 

shifts in the discourse on fashion. Above all, one can see that fashion brands widely use the 

vocabularies of art and design to express their system of values. Therefore, the chapter 

starts with a discussion on a cultural dialog between business and art in fashion. Thereafter, 

the chapter turns to the problem of local brands in a global world and the operation of 

national identity. Today, it is noteworthy that the international success of fashion brands is 

based on local strength. Finally, the chapter deals with the relation between contemporary 

consumers and aesthetics; the problem of consumerism and ethics; and the phenomena of 

fast and slow fashion. 

Another point of the thesis is that digitization has created a huge amount of new 

media in the fashion context and that it has changed the way producers and customers 

communicate. Hence, the chapter focuses on fashion shift from discourse of magazines to 

digitization, from words to new media. 

In the conclusion, the thesis develops an answer to the research question and 

summarizes its findings in an attempt to reevaluate the methodology of fashion theory, 

investigate shifts in discourse on fashion and define the possibilities of a systemic 

approach.
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Chapter 1: The concept of system in semiotics. Fashion 
as an open and dynamic system 

As Winfried Nöth remarks in his Handbook of Semiotics, most scholars consider sign 

systems the major object of semiotic research (Nöth 1990: 198). 

The establishment of the term and concept of system is due in large part to Ferdinand 

de Saussure, a Swiss linguist, founder of modern linguistics and one of two major fathers 

(together with Charles Sanders Peirce) of semiotics/semiology (Nöth 1990: 56).

By establishing semiology, Saussure developed “a science that studies the life of 

signs within society inconceivable” (de Saussure 1965: 16). Saussure's semiology is 

fundamentally system-based. For him “only a semiological system gives structure to the 

otherwise amorphous world” (Nöth 1990: 61). 

Saussure elaborated a general theory of sign systems in order to analyze language (in 

lectures between 1907 and 1911, that were published by his students posthumously in the 

Cours de linguistique générale). He called language the most important sign system: 

“Language is a system of signs that express ideas, and is therefore comparable to the 

system of writing, the alphabet, the alphabet of deaf-mutes, symbolic rites, polite formulas, 

military signals, etc. But it is the most important of all these systems” (de Saussure 1965: 

16). 

In the tradition following Saussure, his ideas on linguistic system were also 

transferred to non-linguistic systems.

Linguistic system according to Saussure

Saussure's semiology studies signs in society. Language is not set of words, but a 

conventional institution. At the centre of Saussure's theory is his distinction between 

language (langue) and speech (parole). For Saussure, a language is a social institution and 

a system of values, while speech is its actualization, an individual act of selection.  

As Barthes comments in Elements of Semiology (1964), “in working out this famous 

dichotomy, Saussure started from the multiform and heterogeneous nature of language, 

which appears at first sight as an unclassifiable reality” (Barthes 1968: 13). But “this 

disorder disappears if, from this heterogeneous whole, is extracted a purely social object, 

the systematized set of conventions necessary to communication, indifferent to the material 
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of the signals which compose it, and which is a language (langue)” (ibid.). As opposed to 

language, speech comprises actual application of the rules: phonation and individual 

combinations of signs. 

Another important distinction introduced by Saussure concerns two ways to study 

language. Saussure suggests to analyze language in a synchronic perspective (at a given 

point of time) as opposed to a diachronic perspective (in its historical development). 

The sign in the language system has a bilateral structure – the signifer and the 

signifed, that are equivalent, respectively, to sound image and collective concept. The sign 

is arbitrary, the relation of the signifier and the signified is not motivated: it is not natural, 

but conventional. The conception of sign is mentalistic (the signifier and the signified are 

merely mental entities). That means that Saussure excludes referential object from the 

sphere of semantics. According to him meaning has no substance, only form; it 

presupposes mentalistic interpretation. As Nöth explains, Saussure “objected to the notion 

that “ready-made ideas exist before words” [...] For Saussure, nothing existed outside of 

the semiological system of signifiers and signifieds” (Nöth 1990: 61). 

Saussure defined meanings as circulated in the system as differential values. His 

conception of the language system is holistic. “Language is a system of interdependent 

terms in which the value of each term results solely from the simultaneous presence of the 

others. [...] Being part of a system, it is endowed not only with a signification but also and 

especially with a value” (de Saussure 1965: 114–15). 

Fundamental to Saussure's concept of system is the idea of structure. “Structuring is 

the process of creating order” (Nöth 1990: 194). In this logic, language structure is a 

network of oppositions and differences: elements of the system have value, because we can 

distinguish them from each other. “There are no signs, there are only differences between 

signs” (Nöth 1990: 195). The relations are more important than the elements on their own.

These differences can be seen on two planes – on the plane of syntagms and on the 

plane of associations (nowadays, Roman Jakobson's term paradigms is preferred). The 

syntagmatic axis concerns positioning, “each term derives its value from its opposition to 

what precedes it and what follows” (Barthes 1968: 58). The paradigmatic axis is potential: 

it concerns substitution, and it is an axis of association. As Barthes explains,“besides the 

discourse (syntagmatic plane) the units which have something in common are associated in 

memory and thus form groups within which various relation can be found” (Barthes 1968: 

59).
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The role of the system in structuralism 

Saussure's semiology have influenced the development of structuralist methodology 

based on systems analyses. 

According to the rules of structuralist analysis, formulated by Jean-Baptiste Fages, 

“the elementary structures have to be integrated within the totality of the system” (Nöth 

1990: 295). 

Thereby the structuralist: 

• analyses structures within the system, primarily in a synchronic perspective;

• analyses features of the system which have a differential value;

• determines systemic opposition in minimal pairs by the commutation test;

• studies the rules which govern the combination of elements;

• studies historical change on the basis of a synchronic analysis of the system;

• studies the communicative and other functions of the system (Nöth 1990: 295).

Here it is necessary to note that function is a key term in the study of semiotic 

systems. Function conforms the parts of the system to a whole. Scholars differentiate 

structural function and pragmatic function of system. As Nöth explains, structural function 

“connotes instrumentality, utility, or even finality and presupposes the holistic framework 

of a system” (Nöth 1990: 181). Pragmatic function is bound to communication. 

Cultural systems

Saussure's concept of language offers a holistic view of nonverbal systems. As 

Barthes comments: “Semiology therefore aims to take in any system of signs, whatever 

their substance and limits; images, gestures, musical sounds, objects, and the complex 

associations of all these, which form the content of ritual, convention or public 

entertainment: these constitute, if not languages, at least systems of signification” (Barthes 

1968: 9).

Barthes was one of the propagators of Saussure's semiology. In The Elements of 

Semiology (1964) he described various phenomena (food, cars, furniture, garments, 

architecture) in terms of a system.

His research in The Fashion System is “the most detailed and at the same time 

exemplary attempt at a study of sign systems beyond language” (Nöth 1990: 312). As Nöth 

summarizes, Barthes's research deals with a closed corpus of analysis (one fashion season); 

provides commutations tests (describes in paradigmatic terms possible elements of 
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clothes); differentiates vestimentary code (langue) and garments (parole); and defines 

systems of objects as secondary systems toward linguistic system (Nöth 1990: 312). This is 

all in perfect accordance with structuralist methodology.

It is necessary to emphasize that Barthes's research on cultural systems has ethical 

dimensions. Since the relation of the signified and the signifier is arbitrary and 

unmotivated, Barthes claims that signification always distorts naturalness: we see signs of 

cultural systems as natural, but they are merely cultural constructions. In Mythologies 

(1957) Barthes devised the project of unmasking ideological illusions of consumer society. 

His attitude to fashion system was basically critical as well. 

Barthes's analysis of fashion system will be discussed in detail in the next chapter of 

this thesis. 

The place of language in non-linguistic systems

The relation of the linguistic system and non-linguistic systems is one of the 

fundamental issues of semiotics. 

 In The Elements of Semiology and then in The Fashion System, Barthes advanced the 

theory that semiotics is a part of linguistics. “It is true that objects, images and patterns of 

behavior can signify, and do so on a large scale, but never autonomously; every 

semiological system has its linguistic admixture” (Barthes 1968: 9).

According to Barthes, a collection of objects have the status of system only if these 

objects “pass through the relay of language, which extracts their signifiers (in the form of 

nomenclature) and names their signifieds (in the forms of usages or reasons)” (ibid.). 

Barthes claims that, “there is no meaning which is not designated, and the world of 

signifieds is none other than that of language” (ibid.).

This view is supported to varying degrees, for example, by Louis Hjelmslev (“a 

language is a semiotics in to which all other semiotics may be translated” – Hjelmslev 

1943: 109 quoted in Nöth 1990: 230), Émile Benveniste (“language is the interpreting 

system of all other systems, linguistic and non-linguistic” – Benveniste 1969: 239 quoted 

in Nöth 1990: 230), or Roman Jakobson (“any human communication of nonverbal 

messages presupposes a circuit of verbal messages” – Jakobson 1973: 32 quoted in Nöth 

1990: 75). 

In semiotic theory, the relation of linguistic and non-linguistic systems remains a 

divisive issue. As Nöth comments, in Barthes's theory “linguistics is extended to include 

the level of the text, but at the same time, semiotics is reduced to the study of textual 
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structures only” (Nöth 1990: 230). Thomas Sebeok remarks in regard to this, that 

intersemiotic translation “is, at best, likely to introduce gross falsification or like most 

music, altogether defy comprehensive verbal definition” (Sebeok 1979: 38 quoted in Nöth 

1990: 230). 

Typology of systems in semiotics

As Nöth summarizes, in semiotics the concept of system is characterized by the 

feature of unity and wholeness. “The elements may have common features, but their 

systemic character appears only in their function within the system” (Nöth 1990: 198).   

Wholeness means that a system is “more than the sum of its elements” (ibid.). This 

unity of the system is not reducible to the sum of its elements. That is why it can be 

defined as permanent and at the same time be in a dynamic change.

In Handbook of Semiotics, static and dynamic, closed and open systems are 

distinguished. A static system is capable to keep its elements unchanged: we can define the 

limits of the system. Such a stable system can occur “in the world of objects in material 

structures that are relatively resistant to change, e.g. in crystals or in technical 

constructions” (Nöth 1990: 199). 

Dynamic systems, on the contrary, are characterized by changes in structure with 

time. At the same time open systems are more dynamic than closed systems. The 

difference resides in the interaction with the environment. Closed systems are isolated, 

“open systems exchange energy and matter with their environment” (ibid.). Open systems 

can self-organize. 

Saussure's language system can be characterized as static (language is dynamic only 

from a diachronic perspective, and static from a synchronic perspective). However, as 

Nöth comments, dynamic features can be seen in language from a synchronic perspectives 

as well.  

For example, the principle of “dynamic structuralism” was supported by Roman 

Jakobson, who “objected to the antinomic nature of structuralist dichotomies such as 

langue vs parole, variants vs invariants” (Nöth 1990: 76).

Moreover, it is important to note that language is a complex system that contains 

various relatively autonomous subsystems (for example, phonology is relatively 

independent of syntax).
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Systems and codes

Many scholars do not differentiate between system and code. But Umberto Eco 

emphasizes that the concept of system merely presupposes order, unity and structure. Eco 

defines systems (in his terminology s-codes) as structures that can “subsist independently 

of any sort of significant or communicative purpose <...> they are made up of finite sets of 

elements oppositionally structured and governed by combinational rules that can generate 

both finite and infinite strings or chains of these elements” (Eco 1976: 38).  

The concept of code, according to Eco, has in addition the characteristic of the 

conventionality, correspondence between signs and their meaning. From this perspective, a 

code is a system of rules of combination and transformation of its elements, and these rules 

are conventional and culturally established. 

According to Eco, every code includes a system of content and a system of 

expression, which are correlated by a rule. 

In semiotics, as Eco remarks, codes may be of different extent of conventionality. 

For example, fashion code is “imprecise, weak, incomplete, and preliminary” (Eco 1973: 

171 quoted in Nöth 1990: 211).

Fashion as open and dynamic system

Fashion is a social institution, a system of values and a means of communication. 

According to the concepts of a system formulated in semiotic theory, a fashion system can 

be characterized as dynamic, it changes all the time by definition. At the same time, as the 

latest publications of fashion theorists suggest, today fashion can manifest static values as 

well (research articles on sustainability and “slow fashion” regularly appear in Fashion 

Theory; in 2009 a special issue on Ecofashion was published). 

The fashion system is evidently open and actively interact with the other semiotic 

systems: the economic system, design, media, art, etc. Nowadays, the growing 

hybridisation among fashion, design, art, architecture is visible. 

The fashion system is complex, and it is possible to differentiate its modifcations 

(the traditional fashion system of haute couture, avant-garde, ready-to-wear, fast fashion, 

local brands, slow, sustainable and zero-waste fashion, etc.). With the growth of the 

heterogeneity of the fashion system, it is difficult to classify its manifestations and 

articulate conventions. 
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The critique of structure and system

By the late 1960s, many structuralist concepts were criticized by a new wave of 

predominantly French intellectuals. The criticism of the concept of structure focuses on the 

denial of the point of order and stability – the centre. Post-structuralists argue, that for 

structuralism, the idea of the centre is the sign itself from which meanings flows – in 

structural logic, the play of meaning must have an end-point.

The radical theoretical journal TelQuel theory (among authors Jacques Derrida, Julia 

Kristeva, Roland Barthes) presents the concepts of plurality of language and the infinite 

play of meaning (Allen 2003: 75). 

  Post-structuralists criticized sign systems as stable structures and claimed that idea 

of stable meaning is linked with consumerism and consumption. 

Jacques Derrida presented the concept of “never-ending play of meaning in 

language”. When denying the centre, signification cannot be finalized, every signified 

becoming a new signifier in the process that knows no end.

Roland Barthes, influenced by Derrida and other post-structuralist theorists, also 

moved away from the idea of systemic methodology. If, in The Fashion System Barthes 

analyzed signs of “described” fashion as a myth (transformation of the cultural into 

natural), in his post-structuralism phase Barthes realized that mythology became too 

widespread, “any student can denounce the bourgeois or petit-bourgeois character of a 

form (of life, of thought, of consumption). [...] Demystification [...] has itself become a 

discourse, a corpus of phrases, a catechistic statement” (Barthes quoted in Allen 2003: 65). 

In Mythology Today, Barthes suggests to switch from the demystification of myths to a 

radical critique of the very notion of the sign itself: “It is no longer the myths which must 

be unmasked [...] but the sign itself which must be perturbed” (ibid.).

Barthes attacks the sign's assumption of stable signifieds for signifiers. In Empire of 

Signs (1970) he criticizes the sign for its involvement Western culture's “system of 

meaning”. As Graham Allen explains, Barthes attacks “Modern Western society's attempt 

to present itself in possession of a singular, unified and indisputable meaning of Truth” 

(Allen 2003: 75).

According to Patrizia Calefato, today “on the contrary, it is no longer true that 

demythification is a form of diffused knowledge, a common sense [...] Now more than 

ever, there is the need for a sociosemiotics [...] It could introduce a method that would not 

perform the demythification through a naïve “unmasking” or “rightening” of contemporary 

mythical discourse, but through the generation of paths “crossing” the semiotic matter, 
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paths that would make explicit the social discourses that produce its values and where new 

objects of research could be produced” (Calefato 2008: 76).

This thesis as well argues for the need of studying fashion discourse not from 

negative point of view, as something “morally wrong” that should be “unmasked”, but as 

cultural construction of society's values (“pseudo-reality” produced by fashion images 

reflects and at the same time constructs values of reality). The purpose of studying fashion 

is not to criticize it, but understand better how it functions.  
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Chapter 2: How fashion is produced. The phenomenon of 
named signifieds in Barthes' Fashion System

Part I. Finding a new methodology. “Fashion is nothing except 
what it is said to be”2  

Roland Barthes's name is established as one of the classical theoreticians of fashion, 

whose works marked a paradigm change in the study of fashion from sociology to 

semiology. As a professor at the prestigious research and higher education institution École 

pratique des hautes etudes, Barthes taught a course on fashion clothes and introduced a 

new methodology to fashion based on structuralism. Apart from his monumental work The 

Fashion System (“a book of method”) that was published in 1967, his methodological 

approach to fashion is expressed in a broad range of essays (translated, collected, and 

published in English under the cover The Language of Fashion (2013)). 

This chapter presents a synopsis of The Fashion System and discusses the basic 

concepts of Barthes' methodological approach to fashion. 

Sociology of fashion and semiology of fashion

In his works Barthes highlights differences between the semiological and the 

sociological approach to fashion and distinguishes “fashion clothing” from “real 

clothing”. 

As Barthes defines, “real” clothing is burdened with practical considerations, “the 

triangle of motivations” (protection against harsh weather, hiding nudity out of modesty 

and ornamentation to attract attention). For Barthes, “what should really interest the 

researcher […] is not the passage from protection to ornamentation (an illusory shift), but 

the tendency of every bodily covering to insert itself into an organized, formal and 

normative system that is recognized by society” (Barthes 2013: 6). Barthes is much more 

interested in the social, communicative function of clothes that is reached in “represented” 

clothing, “which no longer serves to protect, to cover or to adorn, but at most to signify 

protection, modesty, or adornment” (Barthes 2013: 73).

For Barthes, clothes are above all a mode of communication. Fashion clothing as an 

object of signification is fundamentally linked to society. But sociology and semiology, 

“though starting with the same object, namely Fashion, develop in two entirely different 

2 Barthes 1972: 152
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directions” (Barthes 2013: 71). As Barthes explains, the sociology starts out with 

imaginary clothing (conceived by the fashion group), but then explores its actualization, 

“real clothing”. The aim of sociology is to observe and systematize practices, and link 

them to social conditions. For Barthes is important that from that perspective we cannot 

discern the individual act and the social institution (ibid.).

Dress and dressing. Fashion as “a langue without parole” 

In correspondence to Saussure's distinction of langue and parole, Barthes discerns 

dress and dressing. An independent of the individual, institutional reality, “like the 

systematic, normative reserve from which the individual draws their own clothing” 

(Barthes 2013: 8), he calls dress (in line with langue). The very act of “getting dressed”, an 

individual actualization of the general inscription of dress, he names dressing (parole). A 

general whole that dress and dressing form in Barthes's terms is clothing (language).

Barthes points out that the proper object of sociological and historical research is 

dress, and not dressing. Studying dress, we can explore and isolate the social components 

of it (e.g. characterize clothes of different classes or local clothes). But dressing, as an 

empirical fact, we can analyze only with a phenomenological approach. “Dressing can 

have a morphological, psychological or circumstantial meaning, but it is not sociological” 

(Barthes 2013: 9). As Barthes explains, what corresponds to the anatomy of the wearer, is 

part of dressing, while what is part of fashion is prescribed by the group and is part of the 

dress. Of course there is a continual movement between dressing and dress, “a dialectic 

exchange that is defined in relation to langue and parole as a veritable praxis” (ibid.).

Barthes underlines a semantic link between dressing and dress: the meaning of an 

item of clothing increases as we move from dressing (“a weak form of meaning”, that 

expresses more than notifies) to dress (“a strong form of meaning”, that notifies relation 

between wearer and society) (Barthes 2013: 10). 

From that is clear, that for Barthes fashion is always part of dress. “Fashion can be 

part of a dress object that has been artificially elaborated by specialists” (Barthes called 

them “fashion group”), at the same time “it can be constructed by the propagation of a 

simple act of dressing that is then reproduced at the collective level” (ibid.). For Barthes 

fashion garments are collective, they are a pure institution, they are not being worn but 

only being proposed, “it is a langue without parole” (Barthes 2013: 73).
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Clothing and fashion

The question of differentiating between clothing and fashion is essential. As French 

philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre notes in discussion with Barthes, we do not 

restrict fashion to clothing. Fashion is closely concerned with art, literature, music. “The 

study of fashion can be particularized by looking at clothing but it is the whole of society 

which is implicated” (Lefebvre in Barthes 2013: 81). 

In the article The Contest between Chanel and Courrèges (1967) Barthes points out 

that thanks to the growth of the means of communication, fashion is not only what we 

wear, it is also what we look at and read about. He concludes: “We project on to Chanel 

suits [...] everything that has to do with beliefs, prejudices and resistances, in short the 

whole of one’s own personal history, what we call in one (perhaps simplistic) word: taste” 

(Barthes 2013: 103). Here it is important to note that the place of designer name clothing in 

Barthes' fashion system is a problematic one. He analyses “norms” and places designer 

garments in between “clothing” and “dress”. This question will be discussed later in the 

chapter.  

Is dress an index?

Barthes doubts the interpretation of the historical approach, that dress is an index, 

produced outside of any intention. In History and Sociology of Clothing: Some 

Methodological Observations (1957), Barthes notes that according to the historical 

approach to clothing, the link established between dress and the “spirit” of a period would 

be part of the indexical. For historian, a garment is an event and the aim of the researcher is 

to put a date on it. From such perspective the researcher is interested in clothes merely as 

facts, and not as values (Barthes 2013: 11). 

For Barthes the notion of index is itself ambiguous. When the historical trend was 

followed by the psychological trend, in the centre of the interest stood the psyche of the 

person wearing the clothing. Dress, according to psychoanalytic approach, is meaning 

more than index, it is an object for possible deciphering. The centre of interest for the 

psychoanalyst is an unconscious choice of an outfit by the collective, or individual 

(Barthes 2013: 12).  

When Barthes suggests describing dress not in terms of psychological motivations, 

but in terms of system, he claims that “between the indexical and the notifying there may 

well be mobile and ill-defined boundaries. Such and such an object of notification can 
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come from a previous indexical object” (ibid.). For example, as Barthes explains, the 

masculine sports-outfit at first was “the need for the liberation of the body”, but “detached 

from its function”, it becomes an outfit that notified (Barthes 2013: 13). 

Semiology and its relation to other ways of analysis of fashion

As contrasted with sociology, semiology does not work with practices, it describes a 

garment which remains imaginary, “purely intellective”. “Semiology is research into where 

things are placed, and not into the things themselves” (Barthes 2013: 72).

Barthes clarifies that he has decided to study contemporary fashion from the 

perspective of the meaning that society attributes to it and excluded all other perspectives 

(technology, economics, history, aesthetic, psychology). “We are taking Fashion here as if 

this institution, whose signifying element alone we are considering, lived free of charge 

amongst humans and without any economic, sociological, or historical basis” (Barthes 

2013: 68). 

At the same time Barthes sees the connections of his semiological project to other 

areas, and whilst working on meaning, he points out, “where meaning ends and where 

economy, art and the psyche begin” (Barthes 2013: 69). Semiology has within it the seeds 

of other ways of research into fashion clothes, “contains a certain number of “doors” 

leading to a sociology or a psychology of clothing; and whilst we have stopped ourselves 

going through these doors, we have made sure that they are pointed out” (ibid.). 

“To accept a simplification in all its openness”

Barthes is interested in the ambivalent character of material things – practical and 

semiotic. Clothes serve for something and mean something, and their meanings are not 

unravelled by their usage. How does a collection of garments become a semantic system? 

By observing linguistic system Barthes draws the conclusion that if we need to describe a 

reality as a system, we need to “modify the very idea of those phenomena that compete 

with each other to form a function” (Barthes 2013: 34). In History and Sociology of 

Clothing: Some Methodological Observations Barthes expounds on the idea that the 

system is only a form and it cannot signify anything except by addressing extra-

sociological dimensions. What is meaningful here is the degree of participation in the 

system. 

As Barthes comments, the notion of the signified in fashion system has a certain 
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limit: “In reality, we are talking about “complexes of meaning”, whose equivalence can be 

almost entirely free” (Barthes 2013: 14). The problem with the fashion system, as with any 

other visual system, is corroboration of meanings: how can we be sure that we attribute the 

right meanings to the signs? 

Barthes notes, that in the majority of outfits there is a redundancy of communication 

messages. Meaning is neither motivated, nor coded, and signifiers are abstract (Barthes 

2013: 27). Talking about a signifying unit, we should understand that it is not necessarily 

what is called the article (a coat, a skirt, a blouse, etc.). Meaning can be found in a whole 

outfit or in a detail. Barthes observes the need to find out how to delimit the signifying 

units, as far as, “dress is a priori a kind of text without end” (Barthes 2013: 26). 

For Barthes it is important that the semiology of clothing is not lexical but syntactic, 

i.e. that the meaning of clothing is not in the items, but in the functions and oppositions. 

Actually, it is syntactic nature that is the major difficulty in deciphering daily clothing. 

“The signified is only ever expressed in this regard via signifiers “in operation”” (Barthes 

2013: 28). Therefore, meaning belongs to “an indissoluble whole” and dissolves in the 

instant one disaggregates this whole. 

As Barthes admits in one of the interview, when he was only just starting his 

research on fashion, he had planned to explore real clothing worn by everyone in the street, 

but then compassed the need “to accept a simplification in all its openness” (Barthes 2013: 

72), and to reduce the corpus of his research.

To describe fashion as a system we need to modify it

Therefore, Barthes builds his methodological approach to fashion on an observation, 

that “luckily, there is an artificial form of clothing in which the signifieds are separated a 

priori from the signifiers” (Barthes 2013: 28). This artificial form of clothing is fashion 

clothing that is presented in media. 

Barthes erects his theory on the conviction that fashion in written or drawn forms 

brings the semiologists back toward a lexical state of signs. In the article Blue is in a 

Fashion This Year (1960) Barthes writes: “when I read in a fashion magazine that blue is 

in fashion this year I cannot but see a semantic structure in these suggestions [...] I see 

imposed upon me a link of equivalence between a concept (this year) and a form (the color 

blue), between a signified and a signifier”. This link is neither necessarily nor fully 

motivated. As Barthes underlines, here there is “the beginnings of a tautology: one term 

calls for the other, the link is like a quotation” (Barthes 2013: 37).
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As Miroslav Marcelli in The Example of Barthes notes, Barthes' favorite concept was 

“a mask which points to itself”. In his works Barthes shows that “distinctive and at the 

same time representative relationships between the natural and artificial [...] between the 

object and its expression, is lost in favor of signification, that refers only to itself” 

(Marcelli 2001: 66).   

Barthes makes clear that the fashion magazines use merely sign-functions. 

Commonly the object of meaning is not referred to (the target is general, it is the outfit, the 

grooming, the person in the outfit) (Barthes 2013: 41).

Research object

As the object of his research in The Fashion System Barthes finally chose “the 

structural analysis of women's clothing as currently described by Fashion magazines” 

(Barthes 1983: ix). As Barthes comments, by working not on real fashion, but on described 

fashion, “the author believes he has ultimately respected a certain complexity and a certain 

order of the semiological project” (Barthes 1983: x). His intention has been to reconstruct a 

system of meaning, “with the least possible recourse to external concepts” (ibid.). The 

project was started in 1957 and finished in 1963.

Barthes closely studied issues of two French fashion magazines – Elle and Le Jardin 

des Modes (later, a few examples were also obtained from Vogue and L'Echo de la Mode 

and fashion pages in the newspapers), which were published during one year – namely 

1958–1959. Barthes was looking for a structure, which is why he decided to work only on 

a synchronic state of fashion. As he highlights, fashion clothing provided the analyst with 

something human languages had always reprobated linguists: “a pure synchrony” (Barthes 

1983: 8). Barthes characterizes the fashion system as disposed to renewal on the one side, 

and regularity on the other: “the synchrony of Fashion changes abruptly each year, but 

during the year it is absolutely stable” (ibid.).

On the one hand Barthes entirely realized the reductiveness of his approach, but on 

the other hand he was convinced that the study of the represented fashion affords 

methodological advantages over the analysis of real clothing. “However limited this book 

on fashion may be, it approaches the problem of knowing if there really is an object that 

we call fashion clothing” (Barthes 2013: 93).
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The necessity of “translation”

Therefore, for Barthes, the actual garments are “a weak form of meaning” and what 

creates the meaning of fashion is the ways in which the actual garments are represented in 

images and words. In fashion magazines photographed clothing and written comments on 

clothing are mixed. Barthes has seen a necessity “to sacrifice one of the two structures3 

because in keeping both we could not hope to obtain homogenous units”.

Barthes finds fashion photography methodologically problematic, because “it 

represents a kind of ideal confusion between dressing and dress” (Barthes 2013: 30). He 

makes the same claims about the clothes in presentations of collections. The model in the 

editorial or fashion campaign represents “the tightest unity of a dressing object with a dress 

object” (Barthes 2013: 18). That means that in any fashion collection campaign, there are 

dimensions of the wearer (dressing); but, they are nugatory, inasmuch the aim of the 

presence of dressing is merely to display the garment.

Barthes decided to choose for his analysis the system of verbalized clothing, because 

according to him it provides methodological advantages – a “purer” reading of the fashion 

than images. “I preferred to choose an object as “pure” as possible to analyze, i.e. one 

which rests on a single “substance”” (Barthes 2013: 93), explains Barthes. He underlines 

that in fashion magazines, words refer not to collections of real garments, but to 

vestimentary features already constituted into a system of signification.

In the article Language and Clothing (1959) Barthes compares the levels of 

“legitimacy” of the semiology of images and the semiology of words: “A semiology of 

printed fashion must ensure that it is able to deal legitimately with the greatest danger 

threatening any semiology of the first degree: the unjustified objectification of the 

signifieds. On the contrary, with written fashion being a semiological system of the second 

degree it becomes not only legitimate, but even necessary, to separate the signified from 

the signifier and to give to the signified the very weight of an object” (Barthes 2013: 28).

As Barthes states in the introduction to The Fashion System his study “actually 

addresses neither clothing nor language, but the “translation”, so to speak, of one into the 

other” (Barthes 2013: x). By using Roman Jakobson's term, we can say that Barthes' book 

on fashion is studying intersemiotic translation4. This notion can be interesting when 

investigating the nature of interpretation of clothes. As Umberto Eco explains, “Jakobson 

3 Barthes adopts Hjemslev's definition of structure as an autonomous entity of internal dependencies (Barthes 1983: 
3).

4 Jakobson defines intersemiotic translation as “an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of non-verbal sign 
systems”, in more broad sense intersemiotic translation is “translation between other semiotic system” (Eco 2001: 
71) 
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demonstrates that to interpret a semiotic item means “to translate” it into another item 

(maybe an entire discourse) and that this translation is always creatively enriching the first 

item” (Eco 2001: 71). This idea of creative “enrichment” of the first item is crucial. After 

representation, the garment is always changed, “enriched”, and we do not have access to 

the first “pure” unrepresented garment. Intersemiotic translation presupposes selection of 

relevant aspects from the source and its recreations into the target. But what is the source 

in Barthes' fashion system? Are we talking about intersemiotic translation of real garment 

to fashion discourse or fashion discourse to fashion clothes?

Barthes firmly believes, that it would be unreasonable to place the reality of clothing 

before the fashion discourse. “In a society like ours, where myths and rite have assumed 

the form of a reason, i.e. ultimately of a discourse, human language is not only the model 

of meaning but its very foundation” (Barthes 1983: xi). Material things are correlated to 

language code and we express its meaning by using language. Indeed Barthes characterizes 

the study of non-linguistic signs as a utopia. “Real culture contains only objects which are 

full of human language” (Barthes 2013: 92). 

Barthes asks if clothing can “signify without recourse to the speech that describes it, 

comments upon it, and provides it with signifiers and signifieds abundant enough to 

constitute a system of meaning?” (Barthes 1983: xi) For Barthes, discourse constitutes the 

reality, he sees speech as an “inevitable relay” of any signification. In the introduction to 

The Fashion System, he repeats his radical idea for the first time expressed in The 

Elements of Semiology to invert Saussure's formulation and claim that semiology is a part 

of linguistics (ibid).

A further important suggestion of Barthes’ is that this instituting speech “is clearly 

not an innocent one” (Barthes 1983: xi). Words, as well as images, are not a passive 

medium that transmit the real clothes unchanged to its customers. 

To sum up, Barthes' methodology is based on approaching fashion as a system 

and mode of communication. Barthes chooses to study dress (meaning that society 

attributes to clothes) and not dressing (individual act of “getting dressed”), because 

fashion is part of dress. Then, he intentionally abandoned the idea of analysis the 

semantics of real clothing that are worn on the streets (its signifiers are too abstract). 

Barthes found methodological advantage in analyzing “a translation”, fashion 

represented in fashion magazines, where the signifieds are separated from the 

signifiers. Finally, he chooses to work with written fashion and discards images. This 

choice he justifies by arguing that it is the speech that constitutes the reality.  
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Part II. “Translation” in the fashion system and principles of 
structural analysis

Three garments

In The Fashion System Barthes differentiated three types of garments. In magazines, 

as he secerns, there are two different garments: image-clothing and written clothing. 

Image-clothing is a garment presented in photography or drawing. Written clothing is the 

same garment, but transformed into speech (Barthes 1983: 3). 

What is important for Barthes, is that image-clothing and written clothing possess 

different structures. They refer to the same reality, but they are made of the different 

substances which have different relations with each other. As Barthes defines, image-

clothing has plastic structure, it is made of substances like forms, lines, surfaces and colors, 

the relation is spatial and that is why it makes a problematic material for analysis. Written 

clothing has verbal structure. For Barthes, only written clothing has no practical or 

aesthetic functions and its sole raison d'être abides in mere signification (Barthes 1983: 8).

We can assume, comments Barthes, that image-clothing and written clothing refer to 

a single identity, “that the described dress and the photographed dress are united in the 

actual dress they both refer to”. But “from these two garments to the real one there is a 

transition to other substances and other relations” (Barthes 1983: 4). 

Thus the real garment according to Barthes forms a third structure, which is different 

from both image-clothing and written clothing. The structure of real clothing is 

technological and if we want to analyze the real garment in systematic terms, we have to 

“work our way back to the actions which governed its manufacture” (Barthes 1983: 5).

As Barthes defines it, the model which guides the information transmitted by the 

image-clothing and written clothing belongs to this third structure. But in the magazine, as 

Barthes points out, we always see only part of a garment, “a personal or circumstantial 

usage” (ibid.).

Barthes also notes, that it is reasonable to suggest that the samples used by the 

designers is a better corpus for analysis because they are closer to the technical act. But for 

Barthes, “this act is never fully finished until it reaches the fashion magazine stage, 

because it is the language of the magazine which gives the clothing created by haute 

couture the structure of a signifier and the power to signify” (Barthes 2013: 73). According 

to Barthes before publication in the fashion magazine, garment is closer to a working 

model, to an example, so it is problematic to take it for a semantic unit.
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Shifters and translations of structures

Therefore according to Barthes the technological structure is kind of “a mother 

tongue of which the real garments derived from” (Barthes 1983: 5). Iconic and verbal 

structures, as Barthes defines, are also languages, but they are derived languages, 

“translated” from the mother tongue”. Barthes underlines, that fashion disseminates 

throughout society because of the activity of “translation” from the technological structure 

to the iconic and verbal structures (ibid.). 

What is important is that this transformation is always discontinuous. It means that 

the real clothing can only be translated into representation by means of shifters5 – certain 

operators that serve to transform one structure into another. As Barthes explains, as far as 

we deal with three structures (technological, iconic and verbal) we should deal with three 

types of shifters to transform 1) from the real to the image, 2) from the real to language and 

3) from the image to language (Barthes 1983: 6). 

The shifter that serves the translation from the technological garment to the iconic 

garment is the sewing pattern. Design of the sewing pattern analytically reproduces the 

stages of the garment's manufacture, but the iconic garment is also constituted by the 

photographic processes that reveals “the technical substratum of a look”, e.g. accentuation 

of a movement, enlargement of a detail, perspective and angle of view (ibid.).

The translation from the technological garment to the written garment is served on a 

large scale by the sewing program or formula. As Barthes emphasizes, a text of the sewing 

program is very different from “the literature of fashion”. “Its goal is to outline not what is 

but what is going to be done” (ibid.). Barthes calls it the basic shifter. It consists of mainly 

verbs and measurements and not of nouns or adjectives. “As a shifter, it constitutes a 

transitional language, situated midway between the making of the garment and its being, 

between its origin and its form, its technology and its signification” (ibid.), Barthes makes 

plain. 

Nonetheless, we cannot include within the basic shifter all fashion utterances of 

technological origin, because the value of a word is found in the language system, not in its 

origin. As soon as these utterances pass into a descriptive structure, they are detached from 

5 The term shifters was introduced by Danish linguist Otto Jespersen and means particular class of grammatical units 
which general meaning cannot be defined without reference to the message (e.g. personal pronouns). Jakobson 
studies shifters as double structures (certain special cases of the general relation code/message). In Elements of 
Semiology Barthes formulates a working hypothesis: “it is on this side, that of shifters, which are as we saw, indicial 
symbols according to Peirce's terminology, that we should seek the semiological definition of the messages which 
stand on the frontiers of language, notably certain forms of literary discourse” (Barthes 1968: 23). 
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their origin (what has been sewn and cut) and their goal (to contribute to an assemblage). 

According to Barthes, they do not anymore remain within the technological structure, 

therefore we cannot regard them as shifters (Barthes 1983: 7). 

The subject of Barthes' detailed analysis is the translation from the representation of 

the garment to its description. Here we deal with shifters that do not consist of the design 

of the sewing pattern or the texts of the sewing formula, but equal the anaphorics of 

language6. As Barthes clarifies, these anaphorics of language can be given either at the 

maximum degree (“this” tailored suit) or at zero degree (“a rose stuck into a belt”) (ibid.).

Fashion discourse as a true code

The object of Barthes's study is therefore not “a simple nomenclature”, but “a true 

code” (Barthes 1983: x). He studies described fashion not from the perspective of 

language, but only from the perspective of the structure of the garments it indicates. “It is 

not a part of a subcode of language which is the object of the analysis, but rather of the 

“supercode”, whose words are imposed on the real garment” (Barthes 1983: 6). Barthes 

well understands that this goal is ambiguous, because his approach does not put the real on 

one side and language on the other. As Barthes makes clear, his approach “escapes both 

linguistics (the science of verbal signs), and semiology (the science of objects-signs)” 

(Barthes 1983: x).

Written clothing is built on the manifestation of institutional orders that make certain 

represented garment fashionable. But of course written clothing is not general, it is always 

selected. As Barthes explains, it is at the same time institution (“langue”) at the level of 

clothing, and action (“parole”) at the level of language. As Barthes stresses, “this 

paradoxical status is important: it will govern the entire structural analysis of written 

clothing” (Barthes 1983: 18).

Applying the commutation test

In contrast to other systems, consisting merely of a chain of signifiers, in the fashion 

system signifieds are named, and the signifying relation is given analytically. But, as 

Barthes accentuates, discourse offers merely words, and not the meaning of these words. 

That is why the analysis of written clothing must be provided by the commutation test. 

6 Anaphora is a linguistic element which refers back to another linguistic element (antecedent) in a coreferential 
relationship, i.e. the reference of an anaphora can only be ascertained by interpreting its antecedent. (Routledge 
Dictionary of Language and Linguistics 1996: 58)
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Here is the same principle as if we deal with a language that we do not know: we had to 

“operate very patiently, by comparing segments in the spoken chain, by moving them 

around, even in an almost experimental fashion” (Barthes 2013: 39). “It is as if I was being 

offered, simultaneously, a text and its glossary of words; all I will have to do (in theory) is 

start from the signs in order to define straight away the signifiers: defining them is 

basically to isolate them” (ibid.). 

As Barthes explicates, “the commutation test consists of artificially varying one term 

of this structure and observing whether this variation introduces a change in the reading or 

the usage of the given structure” (Barthes 1983: 19). In doing so, we can determine the 

smallest entities responsible for a change and then define these entities as structural units. 

By analyzing which variations occur in conjunction, it is possible to formulate a general 

inventory of concomitant variations and define commutative classes in the structure (ibid.).

In Barthes' example “blue is in fashion” color is apparently a type of signifier. As 

Barthes explains, to understand the all-signifying structure of the clothes we have to look 

within each unit for those aspects whose opposition helps create meanings (like blue/red, 

blue/white, etc.) (Barthes 2013: 39).

Without question, the fashion system is pervaded by dichotomies: fashion look can 

be feminine or androgynous, “beautiful” or conceptual, maximalist or minimalist, 

symmetrical or asymmetrical, etc. These trends propagate, particular brands are to a greater 

degree “in” relative to one or another. For instance, an interesting observation can be made 

by looking at the element of symmetry. As Barthes remarks, fashion upsets the body's 

constitutive symmetry with extreme caution (Barthes suggests that this might be due to 

women being linked to symmetry more than men). “When Fashion alters the symmetry of 

a garment, it most likely does so in a marginal way, as a light touch, through the irregular 

placement of certain discrete bits of adornment (clasp, jewelry, etc); it must never give the 

appearance of disorder, but instead it should give the garment a certain movement” 

(Barthes 1983: 150). Barthes speculates that movement is a metaphor for life, and hence 

that which is symmetrical is immobile, “sterile”. Nowadays the play of symmetry in 

fashion is often more “conceptual”: new ways of thinking about symmetry in fashion 

appeared with “structure” designers like Rei Kawakubo or Martin Margiela. 

Barthes defines the two phases of structural analysis. Firstly, it is necessary to 

inventory the signifying units and secondly to set up proper opposites for each unit of the 

paradigm. Thus we have the (spatial) syntagmatic division on the one side, and the 

construction of a system on the other (Barthes 1983: 19).  

Here it is pertinent to intercalate, that for Barthes, structuralism is an activity. In the 
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article The Structuralist Activity (1963) Barthes spells out that the aim of the structuralist is 

“to reconstruct an “object” in such a way as to manifest thereby the rules of functioning 

[…] of this object”. He defines structure as “a simulacrum of the object, but a directed, 

interested simulacrum, since the imitated object makes something appear which remained 

invisible […] in the natural object” (quoted in Nöth 1990: 296). According to Barthes, the 

structuralist is creative, his goal is not to copy an object, but to reveal its functions.   

By approaching fashion as a structuralist, Barthes asserts “If I manage to disperse 

fashion's absolute lexicon across various ranges of relative oppositions, I am respecting the 

dualized structure in fashion language, sending the signified back to its mythological 

heaven” (Barthes 2013: 44) .

In conclusion, Barthes’ entire analysis of the fashion system rests upon a 

distinction between language and the written vestimentary code. As Barthes insists, 

language and description do not have the same level of commutation. Shifters 

(anaphorics of language) serve the translation from representation of the garment to 

its description. Barthes approaches written clothing not from the perspective of 

language, but from the perspective of structure, where opposites within the same unit 

help create meaning. His idea is to separate signifying units and for each unit to set 

up opposites, i.e. to construct a system. 

  

Part III. How many signifying systems does a fashion utterance 
include?

As it has been emphasized, Barthes builds his analysis of the fashion system on the 

Saussurian notion of the sign as correlation between two terms, a signifier and a signified. 

The terms of a signifier (the garment) are discrete, material, numerable, and visible, a 

signified is immaterial. Therewith a sign system is not founded on the relation of a signifier 

to a signified, but on the relation among the signifiers themselves. As Barthes contends, 

“every sign takes its being from its surroundings, not from its roots” (Barthes 2013: 26).

Ergo, the object of the research in The Fashion System is first of all signifiers and in 

particular the way they are organized. 

Barthes draws our attention to how fashion magazines facilitate the commutation test 

because it employs it itself in certain cases. In the example “this long cardigan is discreet 
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when unlined and amusing when reversible”, there are two concomitant variations. Barthes 

deduces that a change in garment (from absence of lining to reversible) produces a change 

in character (transition from discreet to amusing) (Barthes 1983: 20).

In line with Barthes, any fashion utterance consists of two “equivalent” terms, 

derived from two commutative classes. By studying fashion utterances, Barthes 

differentiates two pairs of commutation classes.

The first pair of commutation classes: clothing ≡ world

First of all, Barthes is interested in utterances that provide the equivalence between 

clothing and world. The first commutation class is clothing, which means that written 

clothing signifies vestimentary features like forms, fabrics, colors. The second class is 

“world”, which means written clothing signifies the character features, or the 

circumstantial features, like situations, moods or occupations. 

Barthes propounds that these two classes are equally actual, and they are both 

explicit: “neither garment nor world is ever deprived of a verbal expression” (Barthes 

1983: 21). This situation is crucially different from the standard semiological situation 

described by Saussure that presupposes that the signified is implicit, and we understand it 

only because we can identify the signifier. In the case of the utterances clothing ≡ world, 

the signified is given explicitly in the text. This text has a character of metalanguage, as it 

explains meaning of signs. This pair of commutation classes Barthes calls set A.

The second pair of commutation classes: clothing ≡ fashion

In Barthes’ opinion, many utterances in the fashion magazines simply describe the 

garment without correlating it either to characteristics, or everyday circumstances. In such 

cases we have merely one class – clothing. “These utterances lack the correlative term 

without which the commutation test, and hence the structure of written clothing, cannot 

occur” (ibid.). Consistent with Barthes, in cases where clothing is not related to the world, 

we are dealing with only one pair of commutative classes, formed by clothing and fashion.

By contrast with the pair clothing ≡ world, the terms derived from the pair clothing ≡ 

fashion are made explicit unequally. With reference to Barthes, the notion of fashion is 

hardly ever declared, it is always implicit (ibid.).

It has been noted that magazines prescribe a certain function to a garment, “a certain 

suitability” in Barthes terms. When a garment is described because it is fashionable, the 
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relation between this garment and fashion is purely conventional, not functional. “It is 

really the magazine and no longer the use which institutes the equivalences of clothing and 

Fashion” (Barthes 1983: 24). This pair of commutation classes Barthes calls set B.

“Nothing but an equivalence”

Consequently, in some utterances commutation classes of the written fashion are 

explicit (clothing ≡ world), in some utterances one class is explicit (clothing) and the other 

class is implicit (fashion). But in both cases the correlation between two classes is “nothing 

but an equivalence” (Barthes 1983: 23).

In the case of set A, clothing and the world can be in any kind of relation. “The 

content of this relation is a matter of indifference to the magazine” (ibid.). In the words of 

Barthes’ such content may be false (e.g. accessories do not make the spring), without 

ruining the relation between clothing and the world. Barthes’ explanation is that this 

correlation is just empty.

In the case of set B, the “emptiness” of the correlation between clothing and fashion 

is even more evident. The notion of fashion being implicit, the relation cannot be varied. 

World or fashion on the one side and clothing on the other turned out to be in a 

relation of manifestation: “not only does the vestimentary feature become the worldly 

feature or the assertion of fashion, but it manifests them as well” (Barthes 1983: 25). The 

important point is that such a relation observes only one use, “a certain reading”. Barthes 

further tells us that the utterance of the equivalence of clothing to the world or to fashion is 

a second level of reading. 

Connotation and metalanguage 

Commensurately with Barthes, a fashion utterance consists of, at a minimum, two 

systems of information. The first is a specifically linguistic system and the second is a 

“vestimentary” system that governs signification, either the world or fashion. 

To explore how these two systems work together Barthes applies Louis Hjemslev's 

model of the representation of the signification. In agreement with Hjemslev's formula, any 

system of signification consists of a plane of expression (E) and a plane of content (C) and 

between these two planes there is a relation (R). Therefore the system has a formula E R C. 

This formula enables Hjemslev to account for the coincidence of two semantic systems in a 

single utterance. 
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In Elements of semiology, Barthes writes: “such a system E R C becomes in its turn a 

mere element of a second system, which thus is more extensive than the first: we then deal 

with two systems of significations which are imbricated, but are out of joint with each 

other, or staggered” (Barthes 1967: 89). 

Hjemslev’s insight is that the two systems can be divide at two different points of 

articulation dependent on the place of the primary system into the secondary system.

(E R C) R C – the case of connotation

In the first case, the primary system (E R C) constitutes the plane of expression (E), 

or signifier, for the secondary system. The formula is (E R C) R C.

2      E    R   C     (level of connotation)

1   E R C             (level of denotation) 

The primary system constitutes the level of denotation and the secondary system 

constitutes the level of connotation. This case of the binary system Hjemslev calls 

connotative semiotics. 

E R (E R C) – the case of metalanguage

In the second case of derivation, the primary system (E R C) constitutes the plane of 

content (C), or signified, for the secondary system. The formula is E R (E R C) and here 

we are dealing with metalanguage.

2      E    R   C       (level of metalanguage)

1              E R C     (level of object language)

Barthes formulates his definition thus, “a metalanguage is a system whose plane of 

content is itself constituted by a signifying system; or else it is a semiotics which treats of a 

semiotics” (Barthes 1967: 89). According to Hjemslev, metalanguages form the majority 

of scientific languages, “whose role is to provide a real system, grasped as signified, out of 

an ensemble of original signifiers, of a descriptive nature” (Barthes 1983: 28).
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Real code, terminological system and rhetorical system

Subsequently, Barthes theorises that the denotative-connotative linguistic ensemble 

can incorporate a primary signifying system of objects. Thus we can differentiate two ways 

of articulations. Firstly, there is a shift from the real code (of objects) to the denotative 

system of language (in Barthes terms – terminological system). And secondly, there is a 

shift from the denotative system of language to its connotative system.  

Furthermore, when linguistic denotation (terminological system) “preempts the real 

code”, it serves as a metalanguage to the real system (the code acts as the signified of a 

nomenclature). The crux of the matter for Barthes, is that the substance of the real code 

never supplies the substance of the verbal code without a certain relay (Barthes 1983: 29). 

Per Miroslav Marcelli in The Example of Barthes, from the standpoint of Barthes' 

semiology it appeared to be unacceptable to consider that language can be reduced to the 

elements and that we can determine their fixed correlate. Barthes rejects the nomenclature 

concept of language: in our world the object cannot be an element of nomenclature 

(Marcelli 2001: 100). “Language never relays a primary system of signification with 

impunity”, Barthes says (Barthes 1983: 30). 

In a next step, this binary system is taken as the signifier (denotation) of “the final 

connotation”. At that level it is integrated into the third system – “a pure connotation”, 

which Barthes calls rhetoric (Barthes 1983: 29).

 

For Barthes' model, it is essential, that “in the rapid process […] of the message, I 

cannot put the signifier of the terminological system to one side, and the signified of the 

rhetorical system to the other” (Barthes 1983: 32). On the one side, language tends to 

neutralize (Barthes writes “naturalize”) another semantic system. But on the other side, 

Barthes made an important point by paying attention to the fact that “If we define the real 

by the social, it is the rhetorical system that is more real, while the terminological system, 

since it is more formal, akin to a logic, would be less real” (Barthes 1983: 33).

In the article Roland Barthes and semiological project, Sergei Zenkin comments that 

connotative concepts cannot be discrete structures, nor can they be described in terms of 

E C

E C

E C

1. real code

terminological system

rhetorical system

2. articulated language

3. articulated language
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the logic that always deals only with discrete meanings. “Connotation is pseudo-logic, and 

“rationalisation” of a sign, transformation its semiotic relations to logic relations is 

possible merely as one of the semiotic effects of the code” (Zenkin 2003: 18). He makes 

the observation that Barthes does not deal with discrete sense of logic terms and 

propositions, but with fluid continuous sense of connotative pseudo-concepts and semantic 

processes. “Fluidity, continuous mobility of sense is the most important idea or, if you will, 

intuition of Barthes as semiotician” (ibid.). 

Structure of the signified

In The Fashion System Barthes separately analyzes fashion utterances with explicit 

signifieds (set A), and fashion utterances with implicit signifieds (set B).

If “Prints win at the races” (the case of set A)

According to Barthes, the reality denoted by a fashion utterance “is never anything 

but a reference” (Barthes 1983: 34). Language forms a second system of information (the 

written vestimentary code or the terminological code). To illustrate, in the utterance“Prints  

win of the races”, the signifier is no longer “prints” (as in the 1st system of vestimentary 

code) but the sentence, the signified is no longer “the races” (as in the 1st system of 

vestimentary code) but the set of concepts (proposition) (Barthes 1983: 35). 

That the terminological system in such cases is a metalanguage for vestimentary 

code has already been noted.

Then the correlation between prints and the races, which denoted at the level of 

terminological system, has a connotation of fashion. The result is that the connotation of 

fashion forms the third system (ibid.). 

When the fashion magazine says that “Prints win at the races”, emphasizes Barthes, 

it not only means that prints signify the races (system 1 and 2) and that the signifying 

relation between the two signifies fashion (system 3), “but it also masks this correlation in 
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Signifier
real clothing
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the dramatic form of a competition (“win at”)” (Barthes 1983: 36).

Quoting Barthes, “a new typical sign, whose signifier is the Fashion utterance in its 

complete form, and whose signified is the representation which the magazine makes or 

wants to give of the world and Fashion” (ibid.). We deal with the magazine's phraseology, 

it forms a connotative message, which in turn transmits a certain vision of the world. 

Barthes calls this fourth system the rhetorical system (ibid.).

Thus the fashion utterance of the set A consists of the four signifying systems:

1) the real vestimentary code;

2) the written vestimentary code or the terminological system;

3) the connotation of fashion;

4) the rhetorical system.

The first two systems are part of the plane of denotation, the last two of the plane of 

connotation (Barthes 1983: 38).

If “Women will adopt pastel checks” (the case of set B)

In the fashion utterances of set B like“Women will shorten skirts to the knee, adopt 

pastel checks, and wear two-toned pumps” the signified behaves “in an immediate 

manner”. Nonetheless, just like in the case of utterances of set A this code exists only as 

the referent for a written vestimentary code (Barthes 1983: 37).

Following Barthes, the construction of the utterances of set B is identical to that of 

the utterances of set A, aside from the signified fashion is implicit. There is no connotation 

of fashion.

Therefore the fashion utterance of the set B consists of the three signifying systems: 

1) a real vestimentary code;

2) a written vestimentary code or terminological system;

3) a rhetorical system.

The first two systems are part of the plane of denotation, the plane of connotation 
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includes only one system (Barthes 1983: 38). 

 

 

Fashion as an arbitrary value

In the case of set A, fashion is a connoted value, in the case of set B fashion is a 

denoted value. However, in both cases, underscores Barthes, fashion is an arbitrary value. 

In the case of set B, the general system is an arbitrary, “openly cultural”. In the case of set 

A, the arbitrariness of fashion is concealed, the general system behaves as natural as far as 

the garment doesn't appear like a sign, but act like a function (Barthes 1983: 39). 

In the view of Barthes, to describe“a halter top buttoned down the back” means to 

establish a sign, but to declare that “prints win at the races” means “to mask the sign 

beneath the appearance of an affinity between the world and the garment”, to deal with 

nature, not culture (ibid.).

In summary, Barthes demonstrates that the utterances in the fashion magazine 

consist of several semantic systems. The first system is the real code of the object, the 

second system is a denotative system of language (terminological system), which acts 

as a metalanguage for the first system, and the third system is a connotative system of 

language (rhetoric system). The signifier on the denotative level of fashion utterances 

is the garment, which is presented in a chain of vestimentary features. The notion of 

fashion can be a denoted value (set B) or a connoted value (set A). 

Part IV. The structural analysis of fashion: how can a garment 

signify?  

In regards to methodology, Barthes presupposes two operations for any fashion 

utterance. The first step is transformation, which entails reducing the systems among 
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themselves. The second step is division, when the signifying elements and the signified 

elements are isolated.

The 1st step of structural analysis: transformation 

As Barthes explains, we have only three systems to reduce and only two to 

transform, because “the connotation of fashion is entirely parasitical to the written 

vestimentary code” (Barthes 1983: 43). Thus firstly we need to shift from the rhetorical 

system to the written vestimentary code (terminological system) and then from the written 

vestimentary code to the real vestimentary code. 

Rhetorical system → terminological system

The first question is how we can clear the sentence of its rhetorical values. Barthes 

suggests to reduce it to a single verbal (denoted) utterance of a vestimentary signification. 

Suppose that the magazine says “Pleated skirts are a must in the afternoon”. From that we 

can conclude, that pleated skirts are the sign of afternoon. In doing so, we arrive at the 

written vestimentary code (the terminological system) (Barthes 1983: 44). 

Terminological system → the real vestimentary code

The problem with the shift from terminological system to the real code, is that the 

real code is never reached, apart from the words that “translate it”. In the case of the 

fashion utterance we analyze the meaning of the sentence, not the meaning of the clothing. 

Language always limits meaning. Barthes suggests replacing the grammatical 

relations with a pseudo-syntax, “whose articulations, freed from grammar, would have as 

their sole aim the manifest of a vestimentary meaning, not the intelligibility of the 

discourse” (Barthes 1983: 47). 

Next, he shows how to shift from the linguistic system to the semiological system, 

using the example utterance “White accents on daytime clothes are a sign of the city”. 

Having removed the syntactical relations of the utterance, he replaces them with formal 

functions of equivalence (≡) and combination (•) and receives: daytime clothes • accents • 

white ≡ city (ibid.).

Now, consistent with Barthes, all terms of the equation (day clothes, accent, city) 

have a value on the plane of the vestimentary code, no longer at the level of language. By 
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doing so, he unriddles the puzzle, namely that the real vestimentary code is in fact pseudo-

real code.

The scheme of the transformation of the fashion utterance is as follows:

(3rd system) rhetorical system: Daytime clothes in town are accented with white.

↓

(2nd system) terminological code: White accents on day clothes signify the city.

↓

(1st system) pseudo-real code: daytime clothes • accents • white ≡ city (Barthes 1983: 

48).

The 2nd step of structural analysis: the commutation test 

Barthes' idea is that the magazine gives the meaning to the garment merely on the 

basis of particular oppositions of kind, and what is at issue here is not the true qualities of 

the form of the garment. By way of contrast, he also believes, that “the tyranny of language 

is not absolute” (Barthes 1983: 49). Applying the commutation test he substitutes some 

words for other words “as long as this substitution does not entail a change in the 

vestimentary signified” (ibid.). His aim is to establish a general structure that would be 

capable to account for all fashion utterances.

Of course, admits Barthes, we should take into account that in the magazine the 

description of the garment “gets its structural unity” to a certain degree from structures 

other than speech (image or technique), particularly in the case of the written garment of 

the type B (Barthes 1983: 55). 

Structure of the signifier. The signifying matrix: object, support, variant

The utterance of the signifier has a syntactical character, which is broken down by 

Barthes into smaller units. He coins the term signifying matrix, consisting of object, 

support and variant. 

Given the utterance “a pullover with a closed collar”, “a pullover” is an object, “a 

collar” is a support and closeness of the collar is a variant, or in the utterance “a hat with a  

high crown”, “a hat” is an object, “a crown” is a support and highness of the crown is a 

variant (Barthes 1983: 55). The semiological records are as follows:

• a pullover (O) with a closed (V) collar (S) ≡ dressy

• a hat (O) with a high (V) crown (S) ≡ fashion
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Predicating that the garment is not in itself a system of signification, Barthes 

concludes that is why the support is necessary. He argues that signification emerges from 

the variant, which is not material, but modifies a material element (the support). The 

variant is a differential7 (Barthes 1983: 67). 

There is a solidarity among the elements of the matrix: “object and support, support 

and variant are all presupposed by one another” (Barthes 1983: 68). The matrix contrived 

by Barthes can be conceptualized as a metaphor in which the object is a door, the variant is 

a key, and the support is a lock: “In order to produce meaning, we must “introduce” the 

variant “into” support” (ibid.).

Consider the utterance “a square-necked, white silk sweater is very smart”. The 

sweater is not a signifier, rather it is the object aimed at by meaning (Barthes 2013: 40). It 

is even hard to say which of the four features of this utterance is a signifier for the concept 

“smart”. We can decide that only intuitively, and the only way is to look for repetitions 

(Barthes 2013: 41). What is important for him is the singularity of the object aimed at by 

the signification (Barthes 1983: 79). His theory maintains that, firmly based upon its 

unique object a matrix “can freely multiply its supports and variants without risk of 

undoing itself” (Barthes 1983: 80).

Barthes sees the construction of the written garment as an inverted pyramid: the base 

(at the top) is constituted by the primary matrices, “the fragmentary meanings within the 

described ensemble, and its literal utterances”; the tip (at the bottom) is the final secondary 

matrix, “the one which assembles and sums up all the preceding matrices which allowed it 

to be built, thereby proposing to intellection, if not to reading, a final unified meaning” 

(ibid.).

For language system is characteristic a double articulation (a system of “sounds” 

duplicates a system of “words”), the same is in the case of written clothing: the forms of 

the matrix (object – support – variant) and the matrices are in relation to one another. As 

Barthes explains, one matrix becomes an element of the following matrix, the matrixes 

engender one another by substantial extension and formal reduction (Barthes 1983: 84).

The meaning emerges from the name of the species

Barthes gives emphasis to the fact that the necessary terminological unit required for 

constitution of an object or a support is formed by the species of garment (like blouse or 

polo shirts). The meaning of an entire matrix emerges from the name of the species 

7 From Barthes’ perspective, this scheme works not only for fashion garment, but for all cultural objects that are 
supposed to be functional: the sufficient unit is composed, at least, of a support and a variant (Barthes 1983: 67).
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(Barthes 1983: 88). Of course the name of the species does not corresponds to a real 

system, but to a terminological system. The shift from nature to culture, he adds, occurs 

with the assertion of species. 

What is essential here is the opposition between a chosen species and all other 

unnamed species. The significant opposition refers an entity “to the anonymous reservoir 

from which this entity is drawn” (Barthes 1983: 91). This reservoir Barthes calls “the 

remainder”. Supposing that we have as a species a particular type of fabric, namely linen, 

the remainder would be all other fabrics (ibid.). It is the opposition of “the remainder” to 

the affirmed species that defines the entire meaning of fashion. The remainder forms a part 

of the entirety of clothing. Barthes reasons that what is syntagmatically incompatible 

(linen, raw, silk) is systematically associated and what is syntagmatically compatible 

(linen, flats) pertain to different systems of species (Barthes 1983: 93).

Pursuant to Barthes, by adding a variant to a species, we depart from the literal, 

“interpret the real”, and “initiate a process of connotation which will naturally develop into 

rhetoric” (Barthes 1983: 97). In the system of fashion the object must to be converted into 

“a systematic term”, “species-matter into species-function”, namely an overcoat into a 

choice (ibid.). This choice should be significant, and that means it should be arbitrary, he 

hypothesizes.

In studying the system of fashion, Barthes sets the aim “to establish comprehensively 

the general system of the fashion signifier” (Barthes 1983: 99). He goes on to claim that it 

is possible by working with such elements as the genera, the variants, and their modes of 

association (like frequent, possible, impossible). He organizes an alphabetical list of the 

categories of objects and supports: distinguishes 60 genera (means of fastening, fabric, 

color, parts of garments) and 30 variants (divided into 8 groups: identity, configuration, 

substance, measurement, continuity, position, distribution, connection). A case in point is 

that he differentiates variants of shapes (round/square), of fabrics (transparent / non-

transparent), of “fit” (ample/tight), of opposition (front/back, left/right).

Yuniya Kawamura in Fashion-ology: An Introduction to Fashion Studies makes a 

sensible remark, that contrary to the book's title, Barthes constitutes not a fashion system, 

but a clothing system. Kawamura animadverts that Barthes is talking merely about sartorial 

conventions, “what to wear in specific social and cultural contexts because each context 

has different social meaning” (Kawamura 2005: 46). We can partly agree with this 

commentary, although Barthes starts to explore fashion utterances formulated by fashion 

journals, he finishes with general matrix of possible clothes combinations.  

Of course we can consider this matrix of possible clothes combinations as a 
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framework for fashion production. To concretize, we can claim that the choice of the 

variant of “fit” (ample/tight) is one of the keynotes in fashion. In general, there are two 

main looks in woman fashion: on the one side is a tight-fitting, on the edge of fetishism, 

ultra-feminine look and on another side is an androgynous look. 

But as Jonathan Culler points out in his Structural Poetics (Culler 1975: 35), Barthes' 

analysis in the result fails to distinguish between fashionable and unfashionable. The 

subject of Culler's criticism is Barthes' choice for synchronic approach. As Cullers 

impugns, Barthes focuses on “functional distinctions” within fashion utterances, but from 

them do not follow that without them the garment would be unfashionable. In consonance 

with Culler, if we want to differentiate fashionable and unfashionable, a diachronic method 

is useful, because it allows one to draw comparisons between what was considered as 

fashionable in different years.   

How can a garment signify? 

Barthes sees here four matters: because it is named (assertion of species), because it 

is worn (assertion of existence), because it is true or false (artifice), and because it is 

accentuated (mark) (Barthes 1983: 115).

Barthes delineates fashion as a normative system, but it is evident that “norms” vary 

from one couturier to another in the same season. Fashion history is full of remarkable 

examples of very different fashion designs at the same year, like the opposition of 

Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel, that created simple, practical and often inspired by menswear 

designs (the little black dress, boucle jacket, Chanel suit), and Elsa Schiaparelli, that 

“flirted with surrealism and brought shock factor into fashion” (lobster dress or shoe-hat in 

collaboration with Salvador Dalí)8. Nevertheless, as fashion historian Valery Steele 

recounts, in the past (until the 70's) we could say it was one new look (for example 

Christian Dior's the New Look)9.  

The analysis of Barthes is that the norm can leave the institution and enter into an 

order intermediary between the facts of clothing and the facts of dress. There we are 

confronted with the notion of the “style” of couture, “each measurement refers to each 

couturier as to a signified” (Barthes 1983: 134).  

In conversation with Barthes, Lefebvre accuses him of not allowing any space for 

8 Chanel. (2015, November 27). Retrieved January 6, 2016, from 
http://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/education/gabrielle-coco-chanel-1883-1971; Schiaparelli. (2015, August 
23). Retrieved January 6, 2016,  http://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/education/elsa-schiaparelli-1890-1973

9 "Big Think Interview With Valerie Steele." YouTube. Accessed January 7, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dVMR-Qgc3Ho.
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invention, but “there are nevertheless technologies, forms, new materials” (Lefebvre 

quoted in Barthes 2013: 83). Yet Barthes was assured that “a limited number of elements 

to be combined can produce the impression, a justified one, of a creation” (ibid.).

Actual fashion, potential fashion and history

Barthes is aware that in the fashion system, the syntagmatic relation refers to a 

“praxis”, whereas the systematic relation refers to a memory (to anthropology). There is a 

reservoir of possible features, which “constitutes the reservoir of fashion proper, for it is 

from this reservoir that fashion draws the associations from which it makes the very sign of 

fashion” (Barthes 1983: 179). 

On these grounds, Barthes distinguishes three tenses: actual fashion, potential 

fashion and history. Actual in this year features are noted, potential features that participate 

in the reservoir of fashion are not noted (they are forbidden, fashion doesn't speak the 

unfashionable).

As has been adduced, to change their meanings signs should change their 

surroundings, and modify their syntagmatic relations. Reality, praxis or history are not able 

to act directly on a sign, but only on its linkage. An impossible features can become 

possible in the cause of another force besides that of fashion, “a matter of subverting 

taboos and definitions which civilization has made into a veritable nature” (ibid.).

The sign is relatively arbitrary: the role of the fashion group

As has been maintained, in fashion utterances of the set A (“Prints win at the races”), 

something occurs, that does not happen in language: the signifieds have their own proper 

expression (referring to the world). That means we can deal with the signified aside from 

the signifier and apply to it a test of structuration (since it is relayed by language).

In the case of the fashion utterances of the set B (“Women will adopt pastel checks”), 

the signified (which is a notion of fashion) is presented together with the signifier (it does 

not have its own expression). But even in this case the system of fashion is different from 

the system of language. Barthes’ proposition is that plurality of signifieds is characteristic 

for language, whereas isology is characteristic for fashion, “it is always a matter of the 

same signified” (Barthes 1983: 192). Actually, the signifiers of the utterances of set B are 

metaphorical. Implicit signifieds are unique (it is fashion itself), that excludes any 

paradigms of the signified except in fashion / out of fashion (ibid.).
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Because of the syntactic nature of the sign, Barthes stresses, the lexicon of fashion is 

not simple: it is impossible to reduce it to a nomenclature, to set bilateral and permanent 

equivalences between a signifier and signified.

What is important to mention is that Barthes sees the necessity to correct Saussure 

and claim that the linguistic sign is not arbitrary. As soon as the equivalence is established 

(/cat/ = “cat”) it is impossible to overlook it, he argues. But in the system of fashion, he 

also recognizes, the sign is relatively arbitrary (Barthes 1983: 215). He asserts that the sign 

is elaborated each year, but not by users, but by the fashion group (the editors of the 

fashion magazines).

The motivation of the sign in the system of fashion is related to norms of culture. To 

“prove” the rhetorical signified seems to be problematic, “the mass of its users [...] does 

not read the message of connotation, but rather receives it” (Barthes 1983: 233).

Cultural references

Barthes calls attention to the issue that the reference to cultural values is so explicit 

that usually we perceive them as inspiration or evocation. He names four such “great 

themes” in fashion: nature (flower-dress, cloud-dress, hats in bloom); geography, most 

notably “acculturated” under the theme of the exotic (a Russian blouse), that serves as 

inspiration for details; history, that provides models for garment (“lines”); and art 

(painting, sculpture, architecture, literature, film). Art is the richest of inspirational themes, 

“marked in the rhetoric of Fashion by total eclecticism” (Barthes 1983: 240). 

For Barthes, fashion is tyrannical, because it converts its arbitrary sign into a natural 

fact or a rational law. In the case of the fashion utterances of set A, the sign is at the back 

of a function, “its ratio is empirical, natural”. In the case of the fashion utterances of set B, 

the sign acts as an established fact, “its racio is legal, institutional” (Barthes 1983: 264).

Fashion as a literature

In the system of fashion Barthes finds “the paradox of novelistic art: all minutely 

detailed fashion is unreal, but also, the more contingent the function, the more “natural” it 

seems” (Barthes 1983: 266). From that perspective Barthes compares fashion with 

literature: “isn't literature the institution which seems to convert the real into language and 

places its being in that conversion, just like our fashion garment? Moreover, isn't written 

Fashion a literature?” (Barthes 1983: 12). On the level of rhetoric fashion is enriched of 
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“false functions”, which give the fashion sign “the guarantee of reality” (Barthes 1983: 

267). 

In the case of utterances of set B fashion is denoting. Fashion here is a closed system 

over its signifiers, such system “communicates with the world only by the intelligible 

which every sign system represents”. This vision of fashion rejects “sets up a truly abstract 

and poetic function. This is a fashion of idleness, of luxury, but which has the merit of 

declaring itself as pure form” (Barthes 1983: 281).

In the case of utterances of set A fashion is connoting. Fashion here is an open 

system that “communicates with the world by the explicit nomenclature of worldly 

signifieds”. By naming its signifieds, fashion asserts “sacralization of the sign”: “the 

signified is separated from its signifier and yet seems to adhere to it by natural and 

imprescriptible right” (Barthes 1983: 282). In the utterances of set A Barthes sees “the 

disappointment of meaning”, the signified here is tautological, fashion is defined by itself. 

Such a fashion utterance “continues to disseminate meaning through a structure of 

signification (objects, supports, variants, and hierarchies of matrices), but this meaning is 

finally nothing more than the signifier itself”. In fact, fashion has no content apart from the 

rhetorical mode, argues Barthes (Barthes 1983: 287). 

It is important to add here that Barthes insists that the extent of connotation is 

dependent on magazine's target audience. Magazines for a socially higher audience like 

Vogue and Jardin des Modes tend towards denotation, because their readers are fashion 

conscious, they do not need to be persuaded to buy garments. It is interesting that stronger 

tendency toward denotation as well have magazines for audience with the low income (like 

Echo de la Mode). Barthes’ premise is that the garment that such magazines promote are 

cheaper, and magazine's descriptions emphasize garments' utility. But so called “middle-

ground” or aspirational magazines (like Elle) according to Barthes are stronger on rhetoric 

and connotation (Barthes 1983: 245). 

For Barthes fashion signifies strongly, but signifies nothing. “Fashion and literature 

signify strongly, subtly, with all the complexities of an extreme art, but, if you will, they 

signify “nothing”, their being is in the signifying, not in what is signified” (Barthes 1972: 

152). 

It is necessary to note that most of contemporary fashion theorists disagree with 

Barthes' negation of fashion. As Elisabeth Wilson comments, Barthes “analyzes fashion 

from a hostile point of view”, which is not theoretically acceptable. Wilson notes, that “to 

banish fashion from the realm of truth in this way is to imply that there exists a wholly 

other world, a world in which, contrary to his own theory, meaning is not created and 
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recreated culturally, but is transparent and immediately obvious. But not only would this 

be a world without fashion, it would be a world without discourses, a world, that is, 

without culture and communication. Such a world cannot, of course, exist” (Wilson 2003: 

58). 

After examining the corpus of Barthes' writings on fashion, it is difficult to 

completely agree with Wilson's comment about his “hostile point of view”. To illustrate, in 

the article for Marie Claire published the same year as The Fashion System, Barthes 

describes Coco Chanel as “a new classical author”, “a writer of the classical age: elegant 

like Racine, Jansenist like Pascal (whom she quotes), philosophical like La Rochefoucauld 

(whom she imitates by delivering her own maxims to the public), sensitive like Madame de 

Sevigne and, finally, rebellious like the ‘Grande Mademoiselle’ whose nickname and 

function she borrows” (Barthes 2013: 99). Naturally, it is relevant to admit that the place of 

fashion designers in his fashion system is a problematic question. In the corpus of fashion 

utterances he works with, there are no references to fashion designers, only to “norms” of 

institution (as have been specified, for Barthes, particular garments created by couturiers 

are in between the facts of clothing and the facts of dress). Even so we would rather 

consider Barthes' attitude to fashion as ethical, but not hostile. 

To recapitulate, as Barthes demonstrates, garment does not signify on its own, 

but it requires support and variant for the emergence of signification, for being 

“functional”. The meaning of such a matrix (object + support + variant) arises from 

the name of the species, which provides the shift from nature to culture. In Barthes' 

definition the entire meaning of fashion is established by the opposition of the 

affirmed species to all other unnamed species. The syntagmatic relation in the system 

of fashion refers to a praxis, and the systemic relation refers to memory. Specific 

designs created by couturiers, according to Barthes, are in between fact of clothing 

and fact of dress, they express style and the signified couturier. In the fashion system 

the sign is relatively arbitrary, because it is dependent on the fashion group. It is 

impossible to set stable equivalences between a signifier and a signified in the system 

of fashion. 
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Part V. Is Barthes' fashion system out-of-date?

Barthes' Fashion System was not understood by many theorists. Barthes is commonly 

reproached for ignoring the physicality of the body and the materiality of dress. But, as is 

evident from the foregoing, he provides arguments in response almost all the point that 

have challenged by the critics of his methodology, and he realizes all limits of his approach 

as well as its advantages. 

It is important to clarify why in the foreword of his “book on method”, Barthes 

called it “already dated”, “a certain history of semiology”. By saying that, he recognized 

that concepts sign, signifier, signified had been questioned and remodeled by Levi-Strauss 

and Lacan. “Thinking about meaning has become enriched but also divided, with 

antagonisms appearing. My research looks a little naive. It is an “untamed” semiology” 

(Barthes 2013: 95), he admits.

Françoise Gaillard in the article Roland Barthes 'semioclast'? (1974) comments that 

the work of Lacan and Derrida “caused the semiotic enterprise to shift its emphases”. The 

sign had become “a concept in need of deconstruction” and the semiotician Barthes had 

become a “semioclast” (Gaillard 1974 quoted in Leeuwin). 

But it seems that it is not as categorical as that, because at the same time Barthes 

continues to see certain methodological reasons for applying semiotic approaches to 

fashion. For this thesis it is an important standpoint. This thesis accepts, that concepts of 

sign, signifier, and signified are convenient for studying fashion, a part of commercial 

culture. In Barthes’ words, “these fixed concepts are in fact applied to an object which is a 

profound part of mass culture. Mass society always tends to get stuck on defined meanings. 

This is why the fixed concepts that I use are those which go the best with fashion” (Barthes 

2013: 95). 

It is necessarily to once again take note that Barthes understands the notion of system 

as flexible and thinks of structures “in terms of tendencies rather than perhaps in terms of a 

rigid equilibrium” (Barthes 2013: 11). Taking into account recent developments in fashion 

theory, in the next chapter the thesis will discuss the “non-functional” dimension of fashion 

and once more deal with the question of differentiating between clothing and fashion. In 

regards to this, the tension between collective and individual levels of fashion and the 

place of identity in the system will be considered.

In addition it should be admitted, that if Barthes' choice to study first of all 

representation of fashion seems legitimate, his predilection for written clothing over 

image-clothing seems more problematic. It is often a target for criticism in Fashion Studies 
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literature. For example Paul Jobling in his thesis assesses whether Barthes choice for 

written clothing is relevant by examining fashion spreads of the magazines both of Barthes' 

time and nowadays. He claims that words and images are complementary: “in 

deconstruction the meaning of any fashion shoot, we need to decode both words and 

images in tandem” (Jobling 1998: 98). Actually, Barthes applies precisely this approach in 

the famous article The Rhetoric of The Image (1964), when by analyzing an advertising 

image he distinguishes three classes of message: the linguistic message, the symbolic 

message, and the literal message. 

It seems that Jobling uprightly reproaches Barthes that “he gravitates towards the 

small print of the late 1950s fashion feature and eschews the more obvious headlines or 

tag-lines” (Jobling 1998: 94). Objectively, it is reasonable question, why does not Barthes 

provide the wider context for statements like “Prints win at the races”? As Jobling 

comments, “he appears to perform a deconstructive tactic, recuperating for analysis the 

marginal details of a text, or the parergon” (ibid.). It seems it is important to take in 

consideration the context and the typography characteristics as well. 

Nonetheless, from many perspectives, Barthes' approach to fashion is useful. It is the 

one and only broad-scale research of the representation of fashion. For understanding 

fashion production and circulation his concept of translation (“enriching” interpretation) of 

the technological, terminological and rhetorical codes in the fashion system appears 

important and productive. But as have been emphasized in the introduction of this thesis, 

today's fashion is a very different from the system Barthes works with. We can presuppose 

that Barthes himself, if he lived nowadays, would probably not apply that methodology. 

As Barthes defines, “if the object changes, the method itself must be modified” 

(Barthes 2013: 94). The thesis will make an attempt to re-contextualize Barthes' concepts. 

To start with, it should be noticed that Barthes himself builds his approach on preliminary 

examination of current sociological issues. For example, he takes into account research on 

readership of women's magazines. He chooses for his analysis magazines, because at that 

time mass distribution of them had changed the phenomenon of fashion and its 

sociological meaning. In Dandyism and Fashion (1962) Barthes comments “Fashion has 

today become everybody's business as shown by the extraordinary growth of women's 

publications specializing in this area” (Barthes 2013: 63). 

It seems that today we literally “talk” less about fashion, and that the notion of gaze 

is more important. Since 1985, with the invention of the digital camera, the image of 

fashion has been crucially changed. Then fashion media has drastically changed with 

digitalization and emergence of new formats of communication like Instagram and Twitter. 
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We can differentiate conventional media of the established fashion system (Vogue 

continues to promote seasonal trends) and alternative, more progressive and intellectual 

fashion magazines (Dazed, i-D, AnOther do not advice what to wear this season, but set the 

cultural agenda). Probably the most interesting subject for analyses today are non-

professional media: fashion blogs represent individual practices of dressing (performances 

of identity). 

But even if we take into consideration traditional print fashion magazines like Vogue, 

we can presuppose that their language has also changed since 1958. A few studies 

demonstrate this, for example Anna König in the article published in Fashion Theory 

analyzes fashion writing in British Vogue. She notes: “The urgent, emphatic, and 

overblown language that Barthes [...] describe[s] is still a dominant force in the fashion 

text of Vogue, but vocabulary and references have changed radically, ever since the early 

1980s” (König 2006: 215). 

As has been emphasized in the introduction of this thesis, nowadays it is impossible 

to define one look, a certain direction of trends, even the whole idea of change and trends 

is being challenged. Eclecticism has increased, the speed of the industry has drastically 

increased, new perspectives on aesthetics, ethics, and technologies have appeared. If, in 

Barthes' fashion system, meaning of garments emerges from the name of the species, 

nowadays we can presume that the concept of brand is determinative. The next chapter of 

the thesis will explore paradigm shifts in the discourse of fashion. In order to try to 

describe contemporary fashion as a system, firstly the thesis will provide an examination of 

current sociological issues by studying academic discourse on fashion and professional 

media on business of fashion. The thesis will work with Barthes' concept of “great themes” 

of cultural references: geography, history and art. A point of particular concern today are 

the blurring boundaries between fashion and art and also adopting and fashioning national 

styles.  

 While considering fashion in terms of system, the thesis in contrast to Barthes's 

approach will not treat fashion system as a “hollow” system, but as a deeply interconnected 

with other cultural discourses, dialectic system, that is superficial on one side and 

possessing values on the other.
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Chapter 3: Fashion beyond the system? Collective and 

individual sides of fashion. The tense of material and 

symbolic values of the garments

Non-functional dimension of clothes

Function is a key term in the study of fashion as a semiotic system. But many fashion 

theorists claim that defining clothes as a form of communication raises certain problems. In 

the article Stuff and Nonsense: The Limits of the Linguistic Model of Clothing, Michael 

Carter discusses non-functional dimensions of clothes and points out that “there always 

appears to be more “stuff” available than is required by the message” (Carter 2012: 347). 

Carter bases his critique on the idea that the object exceeds its instrumentality, and 

that its utilitarian functions do not fully justify its mode of being. “Only on very rare 

occasions does the “useful,” that is not just the message but the whole apparatus of 

meaningfulness, appear without there also being the “useless,” or the excess”, Carter notes. 

He asks why there is more “stuff”? Is this “more” just an insignificant, that can be ignored 

(ibid.)? 

Carter also discusses “gaps”, the extra-linguistic spaces that lie along the perimeter 

of the system of clothing signs. “These gaps, or spaces, are part of a much wider logical 

problem with Barthes’ linguistic model of clothing where dress seems to come into 

existence prior to its insertion into the “organized, formal and normative system” that 

governs its meaning”, Carter comments (Carter 2012: 348). To illustrate the point of his 

critique, Carter analyses a picture of a 1983, Yves St Laurent evening dress. “It is a close-

fitting, floor-length, black gown. The left shoulder is bare whilst a strap crosses the right 

shoulder. Roughly half way across the strap there is a sudden eruption upward into a 

complicated three-dimensional rosette shape that brushes the cheek of the model. […] But 

what of the ornamental efflorescence taking place on the shoulder strap? Is it governed to 

the same extent by an imperative to communicate? If this flourish cannot be accounted for 

within a utilitarian definition, then what forces are guiding the form taken by this “useless” 

flowering?” (Carter 2012: 349)

What Carter here calls “the gap” and “the stuff” can be named style, decoration, and 

ornament. It is a surplus of the “message.” According to Carter, there is a link between the 

flourish on the St Laurent gown and the principles of extra-linguistic spaces where forms 
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of garment emerge before they are drawn into the communication system. 

Providing this example, Carter says that dress consists of material forms, it “is not 

just a notice board upon which are attached two-dimensional signs”. Form is not defined 

by meaning, in the peripheral spaces there can be many things other than a unit of 

information. For Carter “these extra-linguistic spaces are where other ways of being 

clothing can be found and where stuff is not simply a dead surplus” (ibid.). 

In his critic of Barthes, Carter follows French philosopher Roger Caillois, who in the 

book The Necessity of Mind expresses ideas about the non-utilitarian dimensions of human 

life. “It is obvious that the utilitarian role of an object never completely justifies its form, 

or to put it another way, that the object always exceeds its instrumentality. Thus it is 

possible to discover in each object an irrational residue” (Caillois 1990: 6 quoted in: Carter 

2012: 350). 

As Carter explains, extra-linguistic spaces are those places where the non-utilitarian 

can happen. The surplus of “stuff” corresponds to what Caillois called the portion of the 

object that is devoted to decoration. According to Carter, here we are dealing with a 

relationship (a place) and an event (a form).

The point is that “dress carries a dimension that engages in an unceasing diversion of 

resources for “useless” ends.” And this ornamental share exists because the world is itself 

ornamental. Within dress we can see “small destructions of utility happening where 

material is being diverted to the ornamental order, as was the case with the St Laurent 

dress” (Carter 2012: 351). What is interesting is, that according to Carter, the attractiveness 

of the dress lies exactly in the destruction of the use-value. As Carter explains, in Barthes' 

logic a woman places a flower in her hair to increase her attractiveness, but in Caillois' 

logic we can see here a way of elevating herself into the realm of the non-utilitarian. Carter 

recognizes here conditions that are a mixture of the sublime and the futile (Carter 2012: 

352). 

Dysfashional: “something blurred in the system”  

It can be useful to examine practical conceptualization of ideas about non-functional 

dimensions of fashion. For example, an interesting vision was expressed in the successful 

fashion project and exhibition Dysfashional (the exhibition took place in Luxembourg 

(2007), Lausanne (2008), Paris (2009), Berlin (2010), Moscow (2010), Jakarta (2011)). 

The curators of the exhibition were Luca Marchetti, who is a fashion researcher, 

professor at the University of Arts and Design Geneva, and Emanuele Quinz, who is a 
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contemporary art researcher and professor at the Paris-VIII University et ENSAD Ecole 

Nationale Superieure des Arts Decoratifs. They did not invite fashion designers to present 

their clothes but welcomed their “artistic proposals”, ideas, installations, photographic and 

video works. Among the participants were Hussein Chalayan, Maison Martin Margiela, 

Raf Simons, Hermès, Antonio Marras, SHOWstudio, Sissel Tolaas, Gaspard Yurkievich, 

BLESS, You Wear It Well. The idea was to show that fashion accompanies us through our 

experience. 

As Quinz explains, the prefix“dys” in the name of the exhibition designates 

disturbance, “something blurred in the system of process” (Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 6). 

The project Dysfashional expresses the notion that fashion is full of forces that disrupt its 

function.

The concepts of Marchetti and Quinz draw on postmodernism philosophy, which 

emphasizes the replacement of hegemonic macronarratives with “the little mythologies of 

daily life”. “Among the phenomena characteristic of the post-modern era, the erosion of 

macronarratives, like the great ideologies or religions, to the advantage of micronarratives 

has determined the success of those channels of expression that permit the individual to 

contrast his own identity with that of the group” (Marchetti 2008: 94).

As Quinz notes, the focus shifts from representations to a return to the body as 

subject of feeling, the “nucleus of perception and sensation as well as memory and 

experience” (Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 6). For example the exhibition included Airmail 

dress by Hussein Chalayan (Fig. 1), which “offers fashion that is aerial, intimate and a 

bearer of messages”. The description from the exhibition catalogue says: “From a 

collection of paper garments, this dress folds back on itself to take the shape of an 

envelope ready to be sent. The sender can thus imprint upon this immaculate dress a 

double mark: that of their handwriting and that of their body. This garment thus resembles 

both a container for the body and the contents of its wearer. It tells a story. Among Hussein 

Chalayan’s creations, the poetic Airmail dress is without a doubt the one that best reveals 

his story, the story of a man who left his native Cyprus to settle in London, a story 

definitively marked by migration” (Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 33). 
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According to Marchetti, codes of the fashion as the regime of image are now residual 

in fashion discourse. Dominant codes are linked to “the notion of identity in all its subtle 

forms”. As Marchetti puts it, “fashion contributes to the creation of identity based on social 

representation of the self typical of the modern age as well as its more fluent, more 

complex and fragmented manifestations, typical of post-modern culture”. It means, 

through the use of garments, we can communicate who we are and who we wish to be 

(Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 6).

Marchetti then differentiates emerging codes. There are cases where the object 

assumes “a real form of autonomy”. As Marcetti explains, the garment defines us, but this 

no longer takes place through image, but rather through our relationship with the garment 

(ibid.).

The curators of Dysfashional emphasized the aestheticization of the garment that 

gives it an emotional aura. “An individual recognizes this emotional object as an object 

endowed with a soul [...] with an inanimate life, with meaning and power” (ibid.). As it 

will be discussed below, this aestheticization of the garment can be reached by its 

convergence with art, or by its taking the form of a conceptual object of design. 

“Senses other than sight”

 The Dysfashional exhibition explores what lies beyond modes of representation, 

focuses on material, and explores designers' approaches that draws on senses other than 

sight. For instance, sonorous dimensions of clothes were investigated by the artistic 

collective SHOWstudio. In the Dysfashional exhibition, SHOWstudio presented an 

interactive installation Anechoic10 (Fig. 2). As it said in the description from the exhibition 

10 Anechoic is a project that uses sound instead of visuals to interpret the garments from the Autumn/Winter 2006 
collections by leading fashion brands. (The Sound Of Clothes: Anechoic. (n.d.). Retrieved January 6, 2016, from 
http://showstudio.com/project/the_sound_of_clothes_anechoic)

Fig. 1: Hussein Chalayan, Airmail Dress, 1999 (Source: Tumblr)
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catalogue, the project “reveals the exact sounds produced by different materials such as 

feathers, sequins, glass crystals, pearls, nylon, taffeta, leather, velvet, jacquard, and zips – 

sounds which cannot be heard by the ear alone. The result is a perfect illustration of 

SHOWstudio’s objectives; to use new technologies to establish new ways of creating 

fashion images, and also our commitment to revealing the performance and the creative 

process involved” (Marchetti & Quinz 2007: 65). 

What is interesting to note is that the idea to focus on the materiality and sonorous 

dimensions of clothes is definitely a useful one, not only for “artistic proposals”, but also 

for commercial presentations of new collections. One of the examples is a fashion video 

for the autumn/winter 2014 lookbook of the high-end H&M brand COS. The short film 

titled The Sound of COS11 (Fig. 3) was created by Dutch artists Lenert & Sander. The 

artists imitate the sound of COS clothing: recreate the zips of zippers, the pops of collars 

and the clacks of heels by using unlikely noisemakers. In the video, the Dutch artists duo 

rub oven mitts, crackle salt, open umbrellas, and pop plungers. This representation 

approach is in perfect agreement with COS brand values. A statement on the brand website 

says: “The collections reflect our core values of timeless, modern, tactile and functional 

design. […] Subtle design features make our collections different and where we can, we 

like to use craftsmanship such as hand stitching and dual-coloured zips. It’s these qualities 

that make our garments that extra bit special”12.

11 "The Sound of COS." Vimeo. Accessed January 6, 2016. https://vimeo.com/103694372
12 COS | Our Brand. (n.d.). Retrieved January 4, 2016, from http://career.cosstores.com/coscareer/en/our-brand.html

Fig. 2: An image captured on-set inside the hemi-anechoic chamber during the 
process of the shoot Anechoic (Source: SHOWstudio)
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By accentuating sonorous dimensions of garments COS places fresh attention on the 

materiality of clothing. As a journalist review on one of the websites devoted to art and 

creativity says: “The concept is ingenious, because as we’re paying heightened attention to 

the pop of the button, the zip of the jacket and the jingle of keys in a purse, we’re also 

paying extra close attention to COS’ Autumn/Winter collection in all its lovely detail”13.

The COS brand accentuates the design and concept values of the garments. COS is 

an example of collaboration between fashion and art, which is much worthy of attention. 

The brand supports young artists, designers and architects, collaborates with design studios 

and publishes its own art and lifestyle magazine (editors of COS’ magazine are Jop van 

Bennekom and Gert Jonkers, who are editors of well-known intellectual fashion magazines 

Fantastic Man and Gentlewoman). Such cooperation confirms the intellectual “content” of 

their garments.

Fashion as a performance art 

 

If on one level fashion is a part of popular culture, on another level fashion appears 

to be a conceptual medium, which can approximate conceptual design or performance art. 

Here is important to mention, that luxury fashion houses have traditionally presented 

fashion in the commercial context, but now have shifted towards art.

“The shows are a twice yearly spectacle, another “tournament of value”, and appear 

closer to performance art than to mere displays of the latest designs”, comments Wilson. 

As she explains, haute couture has moved closer to the art world as its fashion leadership 

has waned (Wilson 2003: 256). 

The vocabulary of fashion has been including expressions such as “concepts”, 

13 Lernert & Sander create ingenious fashion film for COS. (2014, September 8). Retrieved January 4, 2016, from 
http://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/lernert-and-sander-2-2

Fig. 3: An image from video The Sound of COS (Source: Vimeo)
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“happenings”, and “installations” (Taylor 2005: 452). Fashion’s attachment to art 

nowadays is significant. 

For example, every Karl Lagerfeld's Chanel show is the most eagerly awaited show 

of the Paris Fashion Week. It is always a creative and innovative spectacle, where models 

are actors. The Grand Palais where Chanel shows take place, is transformed each time: to a 

real supermarket-sized store, to a casino, to a world of sea fauna and flora, to the Arctic 

Circle, to a street demonstration, or to an airport (Fig. 4). 

According to the classification of contemporary fashion shows in their relation to 

performance art suggested by Ginger G. Duggan, Chanel shows are spectacle designer 

shows, that “are closely connected to the performing arts of theater and opera, as well as 

feature films and music videos” (Duggan 2001: 245). In this group, Duggan also includes 

the shows of Alexander McQueen or John Galliano. As Duggan explains, “spectacle 

designers create shows around specific themes that are easily translated via set design, 

props, lighting and music” (ibid.).

Hussein Chalayan, whose Airmail Dress was discussed above, is a substance 

designer. As Duggan puts it, the substance shows are connected to performance by 

emphasizing process over product. The concept is central to the understanding of the 

garments and the show. “The fact that the product is secondary to the concept results in 

shows that are akin to rituals or happenings” (Duggan 2001: 250). 

In this group, we can also name Viktor & Rolf and take as the example their 

“Russian doll” collection for autumn/winter 1999 (Fig. 5). Inspired by Russian 

Matryoshka, designers built a collection based on the theme of layering. The show started 

with a model standing on a rotating pedestal, dressed in an unassuming burlap slip dress 

with frayed edges, but after each rotation of the pedestal, designers emerged to add another 

layer on top of the dress. Finally, the model was covered in almost seventy kilograms of 

Fig. 4: Chanel's Spring 2016 Fashion Show (Source: Huffpost)
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beautiful and ornate creations. As bloggers commented, the “Russian doll” show displays 

in essence the true nature of haute couture, “the sublime beauty in the process of making 

hand made garments”14. 

Substance designers create shows around an abstract concept, their choreographed 

performances are visually stunning, but lack a narrative tied to a particular time or place 

(Duggan 2001: 251). 

Another interesting category to mention is structure designers like Rei Kawakubo of 

Comme des Garçons and Martin Margiela. They are famous for their unique approach to 

clothing construction, since they prioritize form over function (Duggan 2001: 260). 

For instance, Margiela has created a series of numbered collections in 

correspondence with structural ideas like flat and oversized. Margiela Spring 2011 

collection works with the idea that clothes can be 2-D, “flat” (Fig. 6). In the show models 

walked in “picture dresses”. 

14 VIKTOR & ROLF - "RUSSIAN DOLL" HAUTE COUTURE AUTUMN/WINTER 1999. (n.d.). Retrieved January 
4, 2016, from http://royboticsteez.blogspot.cz/2009/12/viktor-rolf-russian-doll.html

Fig. 5: Viktor & Rolf, “Russian doll”, autumn/winter 
1999 (Source: Tumblr)
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Dress as an embodied practice

The concept of the Dysfashional exhibition follows new approaches to fashion as 

embodied practice, first formulated by Joanne Entwistle and Elisabeth Wilson. As Anneke 

Smelik explains in a recent book Thinking Through Fashion: A Guide to Key Theorists, 

Marxist and psychoanalytical theories opened up a new concept of identity as flexible 

essence and fashion scholars Entwistle and Wilson accentuate the role of human agency 

(Rocamora & Smelik 2015: 10). 

Entwistle defines dress as “an embodied practice, a situated bodily practice which is 

embedded within the social world and fundamental to micro social level” (Entwistle 2000: 

66). She turns to Maurice Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology and claims that his idea of the 

body as the “existential ground of culture” is suggestive for understanding dress. 

According to Entwistle, the structuralist approaches fail to recognize many social 

dimensions of fashion. She emphasizes that dress is both socially structured, embodied and 

practical. “Individuals are active in their engagement with the social, […] dress is thus 

actively produced through routine practices directed towards the body” (Entwistle & 

Wilson 2001: 34). When talking about dress as an embodied practice, we are talking about 

the translation of dress into actual bodily presentation. Turning away from semiotics, 

Entwistle, Wilson and other theorists enlist the sociological approach to fashion of Georg 

Simmel, Erving Goffman, and Pierre Bourdieu (Rocamora & Smelik 2015: 12). According 

to the sociological approach, fashion is both a concept that generates cultural perception 

and a determinative factor in social relations. As Simmel defines, “fashion […] is a product 

of class distinction and operates like a number of other forms, honor especially, the double 

function of which consists in revolving within a given circle and at the same time 

Fig. 6: Martin Margiela, Spring 2011 (Source: Fashionwindows)
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emphasizing it as separate from others” (Simmel 1971: 297).

The sociological approach enables us to understand fashion not merely as a system of 

signification, but as an embodied practice as well. For Barthes it was a problematic 

position, because it makes it possible to distinguish the individual act and the social 

institution.

In the new approaches to fashion developed by Entwistle and Wilson, fashion assists 

in creating identity through social representation of the self, but identity is fluid and liquid. 

As Smelik underlines, we can therefore recognize the bodily practice of dressing as a 

performance of identity. Individual identity is no longer seen as an unchanging essence 

(Rocamora & Smelik 2015: 20). 

“The material turn”

The important shift in fashion theory is “the material turn”, a revival of the concept 

of materiality. New materialists argue that the focus on language disregarded the very 

matter and materiality of object. Daniel Miller in Material Cultures: Why Some Things 

Matter reproaches Barthes for overemphasizing the significance of the end product, the 

sign. According to Miller, Barthes paid insufficient attention to how meanings become 

attached to objects (Miller 1998: 109).

Miller tries to explode myth that consumption is opposed to authenticity. He 

emphasizes that material objects are instrumental in creating or confirming a personal 

identity. Changes in technology and production are crucial here. Miller emphasizes “a 

significant move away from mass consumption and towards an ever-wider diversity of 

consumption patterns” (Miller 2005: 109). According to him, we cannot talk about fashion 

as a normalized institution pace Barthes. “Today there is no fashion. There are only 

fashions”, claims Miller. At the same time, there are “no rules, only choices” and 

“everyone can be anyone” (ibid.). Miller's position seems too radical and might 

underestimate the role of discourse. But it is important to accept that after “material turn”, 

culture does not fully explain the material anymore (as in Barthes' semiology). “For too 

long we have lived with the notion that the material is receptive to concepts that are 

projected onto it. […] The oppositional framework of culture and object hood in which 

objects merely serve as substitutes for persons, falls apart as animated things, although 

responsive to human need and emotion, become effective in managing connective and 

analogical relations” (Miller 2005: 210). To a large degree the status of the material objects 

have been changed by technologies. 
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“Demand for content”

In the 20th century, design with a strong visual value dominated. But in the last few 

decades, with the emergence of digital technologies, the ultimate role of appearance has 

been disestablished (Marcetti 2008: 94). As has been emphasized above, new perspectives 

on aesthetics, materials and technologies establish the claim to the content of information 

in fashion clothing. In the article Culture Pulling Marchetti comments: “Demand for 

content and dissemination of culture and information are among retail's strategic aspects, 

which often through sponsorship and collaborations, become vehicles for exhibition, 

artists, and workshops” (Marcetti 2013: 58). Demand for content becomes a significant 

part of the rhetoric of fashion. Art and conceptual design help define the fashion brand. 

Then, as have been emphasized in the introduction of this thesis, “demand for content” in 

clothes nowadays can be expressed by ethical values. 

The functional and non-functional benefts of branding

Thinking about the tense of material qualities and “cultural” values of clothes, it 

seems useful to turn to marketing theory. Ronald Goldsmith, professor of marketing at 

Florida State University, defines: “Fashion relies on image rather than substance to provide 

the basis for sales – as a result, the brand is a vital component. Without the brand what we 

have is just another pair of jeans or attractive dress rather than an exciting fashion item” 

(Goldsmith 1999: 17 quoted on: D’Souza 2015: 72). As have been stressed above, recent 

theories of fashion scholars cannot fully agree with this definition, instead they doubt 

fashion’s reliance on representation and emphasize the importance of material substance.

What is clear is, that with the spread of mass production of cheap garments in short 

cycles, expensive fashion brands in particular see the necessity to create garments with 

“content”. Marketing theory differentiates functional and non-function benefits. The 

functional benefits are clothes' attributes like style, fabric, color, fit, and price. Non-

functional benefits involve experiential and symbolic benefits. Experiential benefits are 

given by a garment's materiality as well as the sensation of wearing the garment. Symbolic 

benefits express the emotional attitude to the garment, they can serve as ego-identification. 

(D’Souza 2015: 72). According to the “social psychology of clothing”, symbolic values 

express the inner individual self by embracing external marks and symbols, brands, and 

status items (Kaiser 1990 quoted on: D’Souza 2015: 72). 
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Is “green” the new black?

“The material turn” supports the development of slow fashion. In the special issue of 

Fashion Theory on ecofashion (Volume 12, Issue 4, 2008), Hazel Clark asks if the 

combination of a slow attitude and fashion is an oxymoron, or a promise for the future. 

Slow approaches challenge fashion’s reliance on representation and define fashion as 

actual material objects – as used and discarded material garments (Clark 2008: 427). The 

rise of “green as the new black”, the concept of reusing materials, contests our 

understanding of fashion as constantly new. Further, we can note that the ethical dimension 

means understanding fashion as a responsible choice, in contrast to Barthes' understanding 

fashion as norms and regulations.    

Slow fashion proposes garments that “protects society from adverse environmental 

impacts”, such garments “can be made with organically grown cotton and corn fiber or 

using eco-friendly production processes such as natural dyes” (D’Souza 2015: 69). 

Sustainable ways of being fashionable offer customers time to appreciate the quality of 

garments. Slow fashion clothes emphasize quality. 

Slow fashion does not obscure the origins of the garments, au contraire the policy of 

transparency is crucially important. For instance, the American brand Everlane (Fig. 7) 

produces basic clothes with “total transparency”. “Designer clothes sell for 8 times what 

they cost to make. […] We’ve set out to challenge the system and offer designer-quality 

essentials at great and honest prices. No tricks. No middlemen taking their cut. No crazy 

brand markups”15, says the brand description on Facebook.  

15 Everlane. (n.d.). Retrieved January 4, 2016, from https://www.facebook.com/Everlane/info/?tab=page_info

Fig. 7: A shoot from Summer 2015 Everlane lookbook (source: Facebook)
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Filippa K (Fig. 8), one of top leading Scandinavian fashion companies, presents its 

clothes as “long lasting fashion”. According to Filippa K website, the brand follows further 

rules: sustainable materials, recyclable, transparent supply chain, minimal use of resources, 

less chemicals, minimal emissions, respect for people, respect for animal welfare, long-

lasting in design and quality, perfect fit and comfort, financially sound. As the description 

on the Filippa K website says, the brand interprets fashion as “wearable, aesthetically 

balanced pieces that stand the test of time – effortless, essential garments with clean design 

and high quality. […] We are dedicated to a carefully curated wardrobe built on personal 

style, and to circular design with a holistic approach to business. Sustainability is our guide 

to growth”16.

Slow fashion often uses artisanal skills. Here we can draw a line with haute couture 

pieces. “Hand-made items in particular, and here we can include haute couture, the 

pinnacle of the fashion system, can offer something specific to the individual, in terms of 

fit and appearance” (Clark 2008: 440). 

Hand-made material objects have a special status. For example we can list iconic 

handbags of all time, such as the Chanel Classic 2.55 Bag, the Hermes Birkin Bag, or the 

Lady Dior Bag. These material objects are a kind of artifacts with lifelong fashionable 

values, or investments. 

According to Clark, sustainable fashion, which is inevitable expensive, can be 

considered as an investment, too. “When the product is an investment, has functional 

16 Filippa K World. (n.d.). Retrieved January 4, 2016, from http://www.filippa-k.com/se/filippak-world/our-front-
runners/

Fig. 8: A shoot from Filippa K Spring/Summer 2013 campaign 
(source: Facebook)
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longevity, and also remains “in fashion”, it retains its attraction for the particular consumer 

or user beyond the fashion season. […] For this to happen the subject-object relationship 

needs to be more substantial than that of typical transitory fashion item, which appeals 

largely through its visuality or image” (ibid.). 

From one side we can agree with Clark, that “slow + fashion refocuses our attention 

on earlier definitions of the term “fashion” to do with making – clothes and identities, 

rather than only with looking” (Clark 2008: 444). But from the other side, the importance 

of skilful branding and marketing for selling slow fashion is evident. As researchers have 

revealed, the eco-aesthetic does not attract most customers (Niinimäki 2010 quoted in: 

D’Souza 2015: 68). We definitely cannot claim that the success of sustainable fashion 

brand can be built merely on material attributes. The concept of sustainable fashion brand 

draws on accentuation of materiality, but “symbolic support” is determinative here.  

Authenticity?

Slow fashion refers to local cultural practices. This line of thinking can be connected 

with developing local production of fashion and corresponding problem of looking for 

authenticity. As design theorist Judy Attfield notes: “Having lost faith in the modernist 

concept of originality that is supposed to emerge from their own tabula rasa imaginations, 

contemporary designers seem to be more interested in finding authenticity outside 

themselves in the materiality of “thingness” that resides in the real world” (Attfield 2000: 

60).

At the time when Barthes studied the system of fashion, one and only one fashion 

capital existed. As fashion historian Valerie Steele comments, until the mid-1950s, other 

fashion nations alternated the imitation of Parisian models with their inevitable adaptation 

to local tastes and cultures, in view of a more or less imminent emancipation from Paris. 

“French fashion, with the production and cultural system of Parisian haute couture […] 

was affirmed as a benchmark for any other fashion attempting to emerge” (Steele 1988 

quoted in: Reinach 2011: 268). But since 1980 the geography of fashion has changed and 

we see a huge increase in fashion nations.

Each nation has its own local sartorial traditions and histories. Through local 

fashions, the national identity can be defined. In a globalized world, the national identity is 

more and more important and can be a ground for international success of local brand. 

The late 70s – early 80s were marked by the rise of Japanese fashion, and it was a 

fashion revolution. Japanese designers Issey Miyake and Rei Kawakubo presented a 
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radically new aesthetic and a new approach to the relation between body and garment. 

They emphasized the concept and creativity of garments and concentrated their research on 

garments’ structure and sensation (Fig. 9). As Steele comments, they began to change 

everything in fashion. What is important is that Japanese designers did not present 

stereotypic images of Japanese culture, but looked deeper into the aesthetic of Japanese 

culture. If, in Western philosophy and fashion episteme, symmetry is beautiful, in Japanese 

aesthetic, imperfection, irregularity and asymmetry are more beautiful17.

 Today, one of the most interesting examples of local fashion in globalized world is 

the growing success of “Nordic fashion”. We can say that Scandinavian countries step by 

step have been shifting from being exclusively “design nations” (Scandinavian design is 

mostly famous for its furniture and interior design with a minimalist style) to being fashion 

nations as well. By creating clothes, Scandinavian fashion brands address their cultural 

heritage, which is first of all functional and minimalistic design. As it is said in the report 

Fashion Scandinavia, “the time for Scandinavian clothing has come because the elements 

present in the designers’ collections are highly in tune with the way we live and work 

today” (Gundto: 2013). 

For example in Sweden, there is a row of globally successful fashion companies 

(such as Hennes & Mauritz (H&M), Lindex, KappAhl) and small- and medium-sized 

clothes producers (such as Acne, Eton, Filippa K, J. Lindeberg, Gant, Nudie Jeans and 

17 "Valerie Steele on Cultural Influences in Fashion Design | Design Indaba." Design Indaba. Accessed January 7, 
2016. http://www.designindaba.com/videos/conference-talks/valerie-steele-cultural-influences-fashion-design.

Fig. 9: Comme Des Garcons’ 1982 “bag 
lady/post-Hiroshima” collection 
(source: Photobucket)
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WE). As research shows, Swedish fashion brands exploit the “country of origin effect”, 

because it gives them competitive advantages. The associations with Sweden could 1) 

make it easier for them to be established abroad, 2) create a more attractive brand profile, 

3) allow them to charge higher prices and 4) make it easier to ride on the good reputation 

that their Scandinavian forerunners already have created on the international market 

(Ericsson & Riberth 2012: 61). 

What is important to note is that the “country of origin effect” is not at all derived not 

from the point of view of production material garments, but from the semiotic construction 

of ideas. For the fashion industry the use of outsourcing is characteristic (“material 

production is constantly on the move to low-cost locations”). Still, high-cost countries 

retain a sizable presence in the fashion world (Hauge, Malmberg & Power 2009: 530). 

Companies from high-cost countries, like Scandinavian countries, create value by 

producing innovative design, brand value, and efficient marketing. Place plays a crucial 

role in the creation of immaterial values of the garment and branding. What was said above 

about COS and Filippa K is characteristic for most Swedish fashion companies, which 

produce “long lasting fashion” based on style, simplicity and quality. 

In fashion low-cost production is never emphasized (Hauge, Malmberg & Power 

2009: 537). For example, Max Mara, high-end women’s clothing brand, stresses its Italian 

origin, but does not disseminate that most production is located offshore in Central and 

Eastern Europe, mainly Hungary, Romania and the Ukraine, despite the good quality of 

that production (Berg 2009). 

The role of “construction of the country of origin” exemplifies the importance of the 

ideas behind the clothes. The country of origin is relevant to consumers: some countries 

have more positive fashion connotations than others. First of all the fashion capitals New 

York, Paris, London and Milan have positive fashion connotations, then high-cost 

countries (Hauge, Malmberg & Power 2009: 529). “Certain cities function as contexts 

associated with the collective process of cultural production. This is materialized in the 

distinct styles that are typical for an area, and in the variation of shops and the range of 

consumers associated with these local spaces. Place-based identifiers and brands trade on 

such localized collective action but can also have a reflexive role in making the reputation 

that such places have” (Hauge, Malmberg & Power 2009: 545). 

In the case of Swedish fashion companies, space seems central to their business 

processes. In other cases, the “country of origin” makes fashion companies more fragile. 

For example Ukrainian designers face a challenge to prove to buyers that their collections 

are of high quality and that they are able to deliver new collections in time. Ukrainian 
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designer Maria Bekh, the founder of the brand Bekh, started producing collections in 

Ukraine, but then moved the production to Portugal. According to her “label “Made in 

Ukraine” does not help to produce sales, does not stimulate sales, but Portugal label is 

better received by the buyers”18.    

Anneke Smelik doubts the notion of “authenticity” in fashion. Talking about the 

fashion brands' attempts to address national stories, “a noble past of cultural heritage”, 

Smelik observes: “Cultural memories of an – imagined – past can help to create an aura of 

authenticity and therefore many fashion designers probe an earlier period for inspiration. 

Rather than understanding this mining of the past as a mere postmodern mixing of styles, 

silhouettes, patterns and materials, the willful allusions to a national past are part and 

parcel of creating a sense of authenticity” (Smelik 2011: 79). According to Smelik, 

authenticity is constructed and performed, and it cannot be genuine. “Like the Prada and 

Louis Vuitton bags on street markets, it is an “authentic fake” (Smelik 2011: 77). By 

saying that, Smelik means that “authenticity” is always already mediated. 

As have been emphasized above, Smelik understands fashion as performance, and 

she claims, that precisely because our own sense of self is performance, we drastically 

need something authentic. Nonetheless, “authenticity has become the holy grail of today's 

fashion; and like the holy grail, always sought, never to be found” (ibid.). 

Without mediation?

According to Barthes, we always deal only with a mediated fashion, with fashion 

constructed by narrow and privileged fashion group of magazines' editors. Nowadays, it is 

well-known that traditional, ad-supported editorial outlets are losing their dominant 

position. For example, in 2014 Conde Nast – publisher of Vogue, Vanity Fair and others – 

was down 14.8 percent. The average time spent with print magazines has fallen 19 percent 

in the past five years19. And even if we take into account fashion magazines, we need to 

assume that the borders between editorial articles and advertisements are blurred. “In many 

cases it can be difficult to tell editorial coverage from advertisements; this may be because 

18 Odezhda Made in Ukraine: est li chem gorditsya ukraintsam? [Clothes Made in Ukraine: Is there 
something to be proud of?] (n.d.). Retrieved January 5, 2016, from 
http://fw-daily.com/odezhda-made-in-ukraine-est-li-chem-gorditsya-ukraintsam/  [In Russian].

19 “In Fashion Media, 'Church and State' Dissolves”. The Business of Fashion. November 9, 2015. Accessed January 
7, 2016. http://www.businessoffashion.com/community/voices/discussions/how-can-fashion-media-best-blend-
editorial-integrity-with-commercial-interests/in-fashion-media-the-church-and-state-divide-dissolves and How Do 
Independent Magazines Make Money? (2015, July 23). Retrieved January 5, 2016, from 
http://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/intelligence/how-independent-magazines-make-money?
utm_source=Subscribers&utm_campaign=d0533511c7-&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d2191372b3-
d0533511c7-417417225?utm_source=Subscribers&utm_campaign=d0533511c7-&utm_med
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the same people have created both” (Aspers, 2001 quoted in: Hauge, Malmberg & Power 

2009: 541). 

Fashion companies rely less on magazines and are developing channels of direct 

communication with the customers, e.g. they use platforms like Instagram, Twitter, 

YouTube, newsletters. “The official agenda is no longer set by newspapers of record. We 

can now see how Twitter can drive the communication agenda. It changes everything”, 

says Mesh Chhibber, managing partner of leading fashion communications agency 

Relative MO20.

Fashion is no longer constructed by editors of fashion magazines. Each season, 

trends forecasting houses released books containing their forecasts on potential fashion 

trends in the future. These books are constructed by observing all kind of influences 

through street fashion, movies, songs, food, cars, etc. Different kind of information can 

influence how people will dress. Brands work with these books and use information in 

different ways. As Steele explains in the interview, no one really dictates fashion, “it is 

something in the air”21. With the growth of social media, the situation became more 

complicated. “It’s making some trends stick, while long ago we would have been over 

them more quickly. The Valentino rock stud, which everyone expected to be a one-season 

wonder, has been going strong for eight seasons”. At the same time, social media can 

quickly overexpose a trend, “The Kenzo tiger sweatshirt over and done with in a month,” 

explains Ruth Chapple, expert in trend forecasting22.  

The rapid proliferation of new digital media such as fashion blogs has supported, and 

been supported by, culture of “immediacy” (Bolter and Grusin 2000). Here arises a 

question: in the case with fashion blogs, can we presume that we deal with “real”, 

unmediated, fashion?

John Tomlinson in the book The Culture of Speed: The Coming of Immediacy notes 

that immediacy corresponds with “the removal of symbolic barriers and conventions [...] 

which signal the media as mediator” (Tomlinson 2007: 100). Fashion blogs are about real 

people and their clothes and stories. Taking into account recent views on fashion as a 

performance of identity, we can expect to see in independent fashion blogs a manifestation 

of these principles: first of all not a regulated system, but a personal practice of dressing. 

But, as Monica Titton shows in her research on popular fashion blogs, fashion blogs have a 

20 Fashion PR in the Digital Age. (2011, April 5). Retrieved January 5, 2016, from 
http://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/fashion-tech/fashion-2-0-fashion-pr-in-the-digital-age

21 "Big Think Interview With Valerie Steele." YouTube. Accessed January 7, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dVMR-Qgc3Ho.

22 Do Fashion Trends Still Exist? (2015, January 9). Retrieved January 5, 2016, from 
http://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/intelligence/fashion-trends-still-exist
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double narrative structure (Titton 2015). 

Fashion blogs are media that from one side are based on the performance of the 

blogger's identity, and from the other side on collective narratives. Titton observes here a 

construction of a “fashionable persona”, “a subject position that is, on the one hand, 

embedded in established fashion narratives and, on the other, based on references to the 

self and self-representation” (Titton 2015: 203). By saying that, Titton underlines bloggers' 

knowledge of popular culture and media. The authors of blogs produce texts in which they 

use vocabulary of fashion magazines and at the same time tell personal anecdotes.  

In her research, Titton demonstrates that personal narratives of blogs are informed by 

collective narratives. It is a very interesting illustration of the tense between collective and 

individual sides of fashion. “This double narrative structure of the fashion blog structure 

reflects the convergence between the collective imaginary [...] and fashion as an individual, 

lived, personal experience” (Titton 2015: 208).

The shift from individual to collective is marked by the so-called professionalization 

of bloggers (pro-blogging). It is not a secret that bloggers are not independent, that they 

work for fashion brands. As Titton demonstrates, bloggers know the technical terms used 

to describe garments (names of cuts, fabrics, textile manufacturing techniques, etc.) and the 

terminology of fashion trends and styles. That means that in the case of fashion blogs, we 

deal with the “language of fashion” as Barthes analyzed it (Titton 2015: 213).

But, as Titton emphasizes, the difference between the fashion blogs and the fashion 

criticism lies in the purpose of self-reference. Journalists are bound to a discursive level, 

bloggers communicate personal tastes in the process of persona-construction. They 

produce fiction, as Titton comments, “when finding their preferred poses, bloggers are 

again constructed with their bodies as both malleable and fixed entity while also 

appropriating already existing representations of femininity and fashionability as found in 

fashion media” (Titton 2015: 215).

By observing popular fashion blogs, we can easily find illustrations of this statement. 

One of the favorite fashion blog stereotypes is the superiority of French women: every 

woman of another nationality is trying to become French, but she is not that fortunate. For 

example, in the popular American fashion blog Man Repeller, founded by Leandra Medine 

there is a constant column “Ask a French girl...”, where an “an actual French woman” 

(Fig. 10) gives “better advice than Google”. As Leandra Medine says in the introduction to 

column, “At some point a girl has to face not only the mirror, but her genealogy, and 

accept that she is not French (Unless she is French.) […] For out-of-country Francophiles, 

however, coming to terms with this fact in no way softens the blows of the daily minutiae: 
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hair that doesn’t automatically muss itself artfully yet casually, greetings that are awkward 

and full of accidental cheek-missing, mouth-kissing fumbles”23. Here we can remember 

Barthes comments on “geography of fashion”. Barthes differentiates the “utopian 

elsewhere” and the “real elsewhere” (Barthes 1983: 251). As represented in contemporary 

fashion blogs, Paris and French women correspond to “utopian elsewhere”, but in fashion 

blogs such stereotypical ideas can be accepted as “authentic”, with the evidence of street 

photography of women in Paris. 

Clothing vs fashion

Definitions of fashion and clothing are often contested within the academic writing 

on fashion. The problem is that these key terms are often used interchangeably (Entwistle 

2000).

One would think that the definitions provided by Yunia Kawamura are convenient. 

She defines clothing as a material product, and fashion as a symbolic, immaterial product. 

This means that clothing refers to a tangible object, and fashion to something intangible 

(Kawamura 2005: 12). But taking into account what has been discussed in this chapter, 

namely the growing role of the material qualities of fashion garments, it is hard to accept 

these definitions. Cultural constructions do not fully cover the material qualities, and 

material attributes are often presented as the essence of fashion garments. 

Entwistle defines fashion as “a system of dress found in societies where social 

mobility is possible, it has its own particular relations of production and consumption, 

23 Ask a French Girl - Man Repeller. (2014, November 6). Retrieved January 5, 2016, from 
http://www.manrepeller.com/2014/11/ask-a-french-girl.html

Fig. 10: Laura, Man Repellers' "resident French girl" (source: 
Manrepeller)
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again found in a particular sort of society”, and dress as “the translation of fashion into 

everyday practice” (Entwistle  236). These definitions do not cover the question how 

fashion is produced, or what makes the garment fashionable. 

 Contemporary fashion has the high end and the low end, and it is necessary to take 

account of both. As we have seen, with the spread of fast fashion, more expensive brands 

face the necessity to produce clothes with content. The garment has become aesthetic, it 

can be connected with art, conceptual design, high quality, lifelong values, and finally, 

with ethical choice.

The above implies that in contemporary fashion, signs are to a certain degree 

motivated. If Barthes described fashion as tyrannical machine, which converts its 

unmotivated signs into a natural fact, contemporary fashion has content besides the 

rhetorical mode. The motivation of the sign in the system of fashion is not related only to 

norms of culture. It can be the sensation of wearing the garment, an ethical choice to wear 

long lasting garments, an intellectual choice of artistic values, etc. Fashion garments can be 

a choice rather than norm. But the shift from nature to culture, the intersemiotic translation 

of the material object to fashion item is definitive anyway, because we do not have the 

access to the “first” unrepresented garment. The growing importance of material quality of 

garments is indisputable, but as we have seen in the example of the “country of origin 

effect”, immaterial values (like place of production) are determinative for brand success. 

Material qualities to be received and appreciated by the customers need to be translated 

into cultural construction of ideas. “Demand for content and information” is significant, 

and the rhetoric of contemporary fashion is more complicated than in Barthes' fashion 

system. We can agree with fashion designer Helmut Lang, that “(Fashion) has ceased to 

make childish gestures in the sense of “this is the season's color” [...] Fashion has become 

more mature, more global and also more individual” (Bienniale di Firenze 1998: 614 

quoted on: Taylor 2005: 446).

Non-functional dimensions of fashion and “disagreements” within the system are 

emphasized in contemporary fashion. Fashion is a commercial system, but there is a 

potential for “escaping” from its own codes. Everything “new” in fashion is a little bit 

beyond the system. As Taylor notes, with every new collection and show, haute couture 

moves fashion forward in new directions, “it is the ready-to-wear market, with its 

adherence to market demands, that is often guilty of re-appropriating past styles in various 

guises, and effecting an idea off as superficial and of little new inventive worth” (Taylor 

2005: 450). 

As Marcetti explains, “fashion cannot be considered as art because its system of 
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production, distribution and communication is not comparable to the characteristics we 

today consider defining a work of art. Nevertheless they are artistic disciplines, they have 

artistic value” (Marchetti & Quinz 2011: 194). These artistic values and the ideas behind 

clothes for contemporary fashion are important, since it helps differentiate fashion 

garments from commodities. We can agree with Marchetti, that “fashion, as a fixed 

symbolic, capitalised territorialised system with its own laws, can then potentially always 

be deterritorialised and reterritorialised, while simultaneously expanding the territory of 

fashion”. Today, it seems to be a condition for moving forward, and for expanding the 

system. But, if a designer wants to produce fashion and sales, he stays in the system. 

Fashion “beyond the system” (anti-fashion, avant-garde) can occur only in the context of 

the mainstream fashion. 

Talking about the individual side of fashion is not easy. As Schechner comments, 

“accepting the performative as a category of theory makes it increasingly difficult to 

sustain a distinction between appearances and reality, facts and make-believes, surfaces 

and depth” (Schechner 2013: 24). Especially, it is difficult in postmodernity: “in modernity 

what was “deep” and “hidden” was thought to be “more real” that what was on the surface 

[…] But in postmodernity the relationship between depths and surfaces is fluid; the 

relationship is dynamically collective” (ibid.). In the example of fashion bloggers, we can 

see that the individual side is deeply bound up with collective narratives. In the process of 

construction identity through clothes, we appropriate already existing representations of 

fashionability, formulated by fashion brands PR-agencies, media and other agenda.  

We can conclude that recent theories in Fashion Studies (based on “dysfunctional” 

characteristics of fashion, embodied practices and concepts of flexible identity) place a 

greater emphasis on the phenomena of clothing than on the phenomena of fashion, which 

above all is constructed by discourse.  
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Conclusion

The idea of this thesis is to focus on methodological question and to estimate limits 

and possibilities of a systemic approach to contemporary fashion. The starting point was 

the one and only broad-scale study of the fashion system, conducted by Roland Barthes. 

A systemic approach to cultural and social phenomena is inevitably reductive. 

Fashion garments presuppose complexes of meaning: we are dealing with the tense of 

material qualities and cultural values. Clothes are means of communication, but cannot be 

reduced merely to a communicative function, there is always something irrational, 

something dysfunctional, something that, as Carter suggests, is the essence of garment's 

attraction (Carter 2012: 351).     

Postmodern culture is preoccupied with differences, and a number of theorists 

solemnize about the crisis of the concept of sign. Turning away from semiotics, Fashion 

Studies has been enriched by notions of materiality and performance. As theorists claim, 

our relationship with garments has become more personal. Moreover, we see that the 

discourse of fashion has drastically changed since the time when Barthes constructed his 

system of fashion. As has been discussed above, the rhetoric of contemporary fashion is 

more sophisticated than in Barthes' fashion system. Barthes' fashion rhetoric was hollow 

(“nothing but the equivalence”), but today we can issue demands for content: conceptual, 

artistic, quality, or ethic values. 

Nevertheless, this thesis proposes that the regime of representation is not in actual 

practice residual in fashion discourse. Fashion has low and high ends, on the one side 

fashion is a part of mass culture and produces stereotypes, on the other side fashion is a 

conceptual vehicle and has artistic values. Fashion is commerce, and this is why Barthes, 

when he moved away from the idea of systemic methodology, still believes that fixed 

semiotic concepts “go the best with fashion” (Barthes 2013: 95). As Nöth also argues, 

every system of commodities is a semiotic system par excellence, as far as in the condition 

of competition, oppositions are definitive: differences between products tend to be 

maximized and similarities tend to be minimized (Nöth 1988: 354).

This thesis argues that practices focused on the dysfunctional dimensions of fashion 

in the production of fashion are marginal. From the perspective of daily fashion (not 

artistic practice), the representational mode remains dominant. Although an exact 

equivalence of the signifier with the signified is not possible in the system of fashion, it 

evidently does not exist without codes.
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It is true that avant-garde designers tend to elude a representational framework. They 

are focusing, not on the notion of trends and style, but on the structures and sensations of 

clothing. They express concepts, not fashion trends (for instance, Rei Kawakubo focuses 

on sensorial experience rather then appearance, Viktor&Rolf sometimes creates works 

intended not to be worn). They criticize the fashion system, but at the same time participate 

in it and produce sales.

But haute couture, especially avant-garde, is not dominant in the contemporary 

fashion system. Avant-garde design can be “the most interesting manifestations of fashion” 

and a fruitful subject for researchers interested in the performative notion and dynamics of 

fashion. Their practices can be seen and analyzed as rhizomatic within the “territorialized” 

fashion system. But does it form a basis for claiming that the regime of the image pertains 

to the residual codes in fashion discourse? To reveal and analyze vagaries beyond the 

boundaries of conventional fashion, we first need tools to analyze so-called conventional 

fashion, which profoundly impacts the vast majority. 

We use fashion to build our identities, but we always have access only to mediated 

represented garments. Actual garment is a weak form of meaning, and today strategic 

branding is the basis of fashion discourse. As has been discussed above, it is true that the 

material quality of clothes are increasingly important, but proper enriching intersemiotic 

translation is still (or even more) in need. As has been emphasized, this proposition can be 

very well illustrated by observing the operation of construction “Made in” in fashion. 

Branding strategy works to emphasize high quality and to conceal low production cost. 

Taking into account the heterogeneity of contemporary fashion the problem is to 

posit its theoretical object. As Eco comments, “every specific semiotics [...] is concerned 

with general epistemological problems. It has to posit its own theoretical object, according 

to criteria of pertinence, in order to account for an otherwise disordered field of empirical 

data; and the researcher must be aware of the underlying philosophical assumptions that 

influence its choice and its criteria for relevance” (Eco 1984: 5).

By studying the latest scholarly publications on fashion this thesis develops the 

following observations:

1) It seems problematic to choose the object of research, since there is a variety of 

influences that affect fashion production. Fashion is definitely no longer constructed 

exclusively by fashion magazines: editorials are losing their dominant position, and the 

borders between editorials and advertisements are blurred. To a greater degree, circulation 

of fashion is conducted by fashion houses and companies. They engage in direct 
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communication with customers and increasingly use digital platforms like Instagram, 

Twitter, and YouTube.

2) Another problem is to define the temporal scope of the research. As has been 

emphasized above, whether or not fashion trends actually still exist, is in question. Firstly, 

we can mention here the growing tendency to produce slow fashion and so called “long 

lasting fashion”. Secondly, with the growth of influence of social media, fashion seasons 

have blurred: some trends stick longer, others are exposed too quickly.

3) As has been discussed, contemporary fashion has content besides the rhetorical 

mode. The motivation of the sign in the system of fashion is not related only to norms of 

culture. Material, artistic, or ethical values can be contained, and fashion garments can be a 

choice rather than norm. 

4) If, in Barthes' fashion system, the meaning of garment emerges from the name of 

the species, nowadays we can presume that the concept of brand is determinative.

5) Fashion blogs are the loci where performance of identity through clothes share 

space with narrative and production of stereotypes. 

6) If Barthes' choice to limit his research to study representation of fashion seems 

legitimate, his predilection for written clothing over image-clothing seems more 

problematic. (For example, in which sense verbal signification and pictorial representation 

can be subsumed under the general model of the sign-function is discussed by Eco (Eco 

1976, 1984).

This thesis attempts to rehabilitate the systemic approach to fashion. Fashion 

garment can be studied from different perspectives: the material, the economical, the 

social, and the semiotic. The semiotic approach to fashion has certain limits, but as Eco 

emphasizes, “to look at the whole of culture sub specie semiotica is not to say that culture 

is only communication and signification but that it can be understood more thoroughly if it 

is seen from the semiotic point of view” (Eco 1976: 27). 

The fashion code is imprecise and preliminary and the fashion system is open, 

flexible and dynamic. It is open to debate how scientific it is. Nevertheless, to once again 

quote Eco: “Frequently to be really “scientific” means not pretending to be more 

“scientific” than the situations allows” (Eco 1976: 29).  
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